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Enterprise Ireland Mission

The mission of Enterprise Ireland is
to accelerate the development of
world-class Irish companies to
achieve strong positions in global
markets resulting in increased
national and regional prosperity.
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To the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment

In accordance with the Industrial
Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act 1998,
Enterprise Ireland herewith presents its reports
and accounts for the year ending 2006.

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman
Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer
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Patrick J Molloy (left), Chairman of the Board of Enterprise Ireland with Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer
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Chairman’s statement

I am pleased to report that
Enterprise Ireland’s clients produced
a strong performance in 2006, with
significant growth in exports, total
sales and net job gains. Our clients
achieved 11.699 billion in new
export sales and reached a new
high in total export sales of 
111.779 billion. 
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This impressive performance in 2006 is a direct result

of the ambitious exporting strategies being

implemented by our client companies in international

markets. These strategies drove solid growth in our

client base and exceptional performance in a number

of companies. Total employment in Enterprise

Ireland-supported companies was 141,091 in 2006.

Client companies created 11,893 new jobs, of which

8,532 were first-time job gains. Overall job losses were

10,632 resulting in a net increase in employment of

1,261. A thriving indigenous industry is central to

Ireland’s continued economic growth and makes an

impact all over the country. Enterprise Ireland client

companies spend over 116 billion yearly on home-

sourced goods, services, and on payroll at a local level.

This is a considerable input to local communities and

economies, and therefore a crucial contribution to

sustaining the nation’s economic success and

prosperity.  

Responsible corporate governance 
Enterprise Ireland’s Board of Directors is committed to

achieving the highest standards of corporate

governance, commensurate with the organisation’s

responsibilities as a statutory agency. We apply the

principles of good governance, set out in the Code of

Practice for the Governance of State Bodies

(Department of Finance, October 2001). The Board

and management are committed to ensuring that all

our activities, whether covered specifically or not in

the code, are governed by the ethical and other

considerations implicit within it.

Board and staff changes 
In July 2006, Gus Fitzpatrick and Elaine Farrell retired

from membership of the Board of Enterprise Ireland

in accordance with Section 9 (8) and (9) of the

Industrial Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act 1998.

On behalf of the Board, I thank Gus and Elaine most

sincerely for the quality of their commitment and

contribution. From 1 January 2007 the authority

and responsibility for developing indigenous industry

in the Mid West region reverted to Enterprise Ireland

from Shannon Development. I welcome our new staff

to the team, and I am confident that their valuable

experience will play an active and important role in

achieving Enterprise Ireland’s ambitious targets. I look

forward to the establishment of a substantial

Enterprise Ireland presence in Shannon during 2007.

Support from Government departments
and partners
Enterprise Ireland received excellent support from

Government departments in 2006. For this I thank the

Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment; the

Department of the Taoiseach; the Department of

Foreign Affairs; the Department of Agriculture and

Food; the Department of Education and Science; the

Department of Communications, Marine and Natural

Resources; and the Department of Finance. I would

like to record my thanks to all other bodies with

which Enterprise Ireland has worked in partnership,

including Forfás; IDA Ireland; Shannon Development;

Údarás na Gaeltachta; Science Foundation Ireland;

Bord Bía; Bord Iascaigh Mhara; FÁS; the Higher

Education Authority; other State agencies, industry

associations and third-level institutions. I also take

this opportunity to recognise the close working

relationships that have been established between

Enterprise Ireland, InterTradeIreland and Invest

Northern Ireland. It is my pleasure to work

alongside such partners for the benefit of Irish

industry. I especially want to recognise the hard

work and professionalism of the staff of Enterprise

Ireland in the achievement of such strong results this

year. Their individual and collective responses continue

to make the difference that is required to meet and

exceed the needs of our clients in Ireland and

internationally.

Patrick J Molloy

Chairman
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Chief Executive Officer’s report

Enterprise Ireland client companies
achieved 11.699 billion in new
export sales in 2006. This represents
a significant outcome in the second
year of our three-year strategy
Transforming Irish Industry
2005-2007.
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Our clients made significant gains in 2006 despite the

challenges of the world economy and ever-increasing

international competition. More Enterprise Ireland

clients are now embracing a business model centred on

in-depth market knowledge, an embedded culture of

innovation and a real desire to internationalise as

rapidly as possible. Our clients continue to win overseas

business because of their commitment to R&D, to

increasing productivity, and to improving the

management capabilities critical to competing

successfully against global competition. The progress

our client companies have made shows that Irish-

owned enterprises have the ability, ambition and

commitment to make success the norm as they

develop products and services capable of winning on

the world stage. We remain steadfastly committed to

supporting them as they maintain their focus on

winning new export sales. 

Sustained progress against our 
three-year targets
2006 was the second year of our three-year strategy

Transforming Irish Industry. The strategy sets out five

challenging targets to support the development of

indigenous industry to year-end 2007. The targets

cover the areas of start-up activity, company R&D

spend and productivity improvements. Each of these

contributes to the overarching objective of indigenous

industry growth, as measured primarily by increased

exports. Through the provision of tailored supports and

a structure that facilitates delivering on client needs,

the strategy is designed to maximise opportunities for

growth across all sectors. Over the first two years of

implementation all areas of the organisation have

worked to deliver effectively on the five strategic

targets (see page 12). Two thirds of the way through

its implementation I am pleased to report that the

2006 performance reflects a second sustained year of

progress. While we remain on course to achieve all of

our three-year strategic targets by year-end 2007,

international competition remains intense. The strong

focus now within Enterprise Ireland is working with our

clients to deliver success in 2007. The challenges set

by our strategy necessitate a highly competent staff

and an efficient organisation channelled effectively

towards meeting clients’ evolving needs. To this end, a

number of organisational developments took place in

2006. The Minister for Enterprise, Trade and

Employment, Micheál Martin, T.D. announced that the

functions relating to indigenous enterprises in the Mid

West region would revert to Enterprise Ireland from 1

January 2007. Establishing a strong Enterprise Ireland

presence in the Mid West is a very positive

development and a demonstration of our commitment

to the ongoing growth and internationalisation of Irish

companies in the region. I welcome our new

colleagues from Shannon Development. The skills and

experience they bring to the organisation both at a

regional and national level will greatly benefit

Enterprise Ireland and our client companies. A new

Enterprise Ireland base of operations will be established

in Shannon, consisting of the activities relating to

indigenous enterprises, and the relocated Enterprise

Ireland National Regional Headquarters. In addition, 

I am confident that the establishment of the County

Enterprise Board Support Unit in Shannon will

strengthen enterprise support throughout the country.  

Focused support to clients
The organisation implements the strategy Transforming

Irish Industry through five main areas of activity. In

2006 we made substantial progress and gained

positive outcomes across each area.

Achieving export sales

The organisation’s overarching objective is to deliver

new export sales. This is achieved through our client

companies competing for and winning new sales in

international markets. In 2006 we realigned our

international office network in response to client needs

and to exploit the growing opportunities for Irish

companies in India, Canada and Brazil. 

Chief Executive Officer’s report
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Our international teams worked with clients on a one-

to-one basis and through group events to help them

secure international sales contracts. In total, we

initiated 6,469 client-buyer meetings, organised 36

major trade missions to overseas markets, participated

in 29 international trade fairs and organised 45 inward

buyer missions to Ireland. Client companies realised

11.699 billion in export growth in 2006, contributing

to an overall figure of 111.779 billion in total export

sales (see page 23). With Enterprise Ireland input,

clients secured 284 significant new first-time

international sales contracts, 158 companies

established a new market presence in overseas markets

and 166 clients exported to new markets. Due to

Enterprise Ireland’s deepening relationships with major

players in the world economy, five global corporations

invested a total of 19.5 million of venture capital in

client companies in 2006.

Industry-led research and innovation 

During the year An Taoiseach Bertie Ahern, T.D.

launched the Government’s Strategy for Science,

Technology and Innovation 2006–2013. Enterprise

Ireland plays a lead role in delivering the strategy’s

objectives. These are: to strengthen the research and

technology base in the enterprise sector; to ensure

more effective commercialisation of the ideas and

know-how being generated in our third-level colleges

and public research institutions; and, to develop and

support partnerships between these institutions and

enterprise. Significant progress was achieved in

encouraging and supporting in-company R&D and

innovation. During 2006, 601 companies invested

1100,000 or more in R&D projects and 40 invested in

excess of 12 million. In total, we approved 152.9

million in support of 194 in-company R&D projects.

We also approved 129.7 million for 155

applications-driven research projects through the

Commercialisation Fund, and supported 63 company-

college collaboration projects through our Innovation

Partnerships Initiative. In addition, research funded

through Enterprise Ireland generated 24 licences and

seven high potential start-up prospects, while 35

company-to-company technology licences were signed

by year-end. Enterprise Ireland aims to bring

companies, industry associations, and academic

institutions together to work on industry-led research

agendas. To date, we have approved four industry-led

research projects in the BioIndustry, eLearning, Power

Electronics and Mobile Telecoms sectors. At the end

of 2006, Ireland’s drawdown from the European

Union’s Sixth Framework Programme for Research and

Technological Development was 1193 million over the

lifetime of the programme, exceeding the target of

1150 million. Funding to private industry (Irish-owned

as well as foreign-owned) stood at approximately 19

per cent, which was comparable with the experience

across Europe. Irish input helped shape the 150

billion Seventh European Union Framework Programme

launched in 2006, and Enterprise Ireland was given the

lead national coordination role. This important

programme, intrinsically linked to the Government’s

Strategy for Science, Technology and Innovation, will

give Irish researchers and companies access to

networking and funding opportunities in European

research programmes.

World-class productivity and management

development 

Global competition in all overseas market sectors is

rising year on year. Consequently, it is a strategic

priority to promote, support and drive forward practical

improvements in the productivity and international

competitiveness of our client companies. Such

improvements help clients to increase their export

potential and reach the world-class standards necessary

to meet the challenges of the international market

place. A strong performance in this area throughout

2006 saw the organisation work closely with client

companies, building and improving world-class levels

of productivity and competitiveness in areas such as

product innovation, technology acquisition,

Chief Executive Officer’s report
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automation processes, management development and

leadership. The main instrument in this work is our

Productivity Improvement Fund, which supports

investment in new technology, processes and training.

In 2006, we approved a total of 150 productivity

improvement projects. With over 128.6 million support

from Enterprise Ireland, these projects, covering all

sectors, involve a total investment of 1102 million.

A major programme exposing clients to world-class

leadership practice commenced in 2006. This included

31 leading Irish software and technology company

CEOs undertaking Enterprise Ireland’s first Leadership 4

Growth programme. Developed in conjunction with

the Irish Software Association and Stanford Graduate

School of Business, it aims to extend and enhance the

ambition, mindset and world-class leadership capability

of participants. 

Starting and scaling companies

Assisting company growth is central to Enterprise

Ireland’s strategy, and the support we provide places

heavy emphasis on stimulating and supporting high

potential start-up companies, and on growing

established client businesses with the capability and

ambition to achieve scale. In 2006, Enterprise Ireland

supported the establishment of 76 high potential start-

up companies. These new enterprises come from a

wide range of knowledge-intensive sectors and have

the potential to grow rapidly and develop a sustainable

competitive advantage. We helped secure 89 key

reference sales for start-up clients, 79 of which were in

first-time export markets. These key reference sales

provide the crucial endorsements needed by start-up

and early stage clients as they seek to grow their

customer base in global markets. Intensive work

with our portfolio of 50 scaling companies continued

during 2006 and a number of strong players are

emerging to become internationally regarded leaders in

the end markets they serve. Defined as having the

ability to grow turnover to at least 120 million, these

clients actively pursued rapid global growth strategies

to achieve agreed scaling thresholds. Six scaling

companies achieved international sales of over 120

million for the first time this year. Enterprise Ireland also

supported eight major investments by scaling

companies such as Foamalite, Qumas and Norkom.

Driving regional enterprise

Balanced enterprise development across the regions of

Ireland is central to the country’s continued economic

success. Driving forward regional development and

entrepreneurship is therefore a vital objective of the

organisation. Our work in this area supports regionally-

based start-ups and established companies, and creates

and develops the infrastructure, programmes and

networks needed to enable growth and promote

entrepreneurship. In 2006, 81 per cent of

Productivity Improvement Fund investment was

approved to companies based in the regions outside

Dublin. Also, for the first time in several years, over 50

per cent of the 76 high potential start-ups supported

by the organisation countrywide were located in

regions outside the Dublin area, with 17 of these

located in the Border, Midlands and West region.

We approved support of over 17 million for 14 new

community enterprise centres (CECs) and 10

expansions of existing centres. In recent years we have

supported 168 CEC projects with a total investment in

excess of 140 million, making a significant impact in

regional economies. To strengthen links between

academia and industry and to provide space and

support for entrepreneurs, Enterprise Ireland has, to

date, invested over 146 million in business incubation

centres. 

Finance and investment
Enterprise Ireland financially supports the development

of Irish industry by investing in individual client

company projects and venture capital funds.

In 2006, approvals to client companies for R&D,

expansions, management development, training and

productivity improvement projects totalled 1121.4

Chief Executive Officer’s report
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million, an increase of 40 per cent over 2005. Fourteen

major investments to large companies leveraged a total

investment of 1415 million with funds of 132 million

approved by Enterprise Ireland. Our total financial

payments to companies was 166.2 million. This

included 125 million in share capital investment; 131.4

million in R&D, training and other capability building

support, and 19.8 million in capital and employment

support for capacity expansion. In May, Minister

Micheál Martin announced an injection of 1175 million

Enterprise Ireland funding to further leverage the

growth of a competitive, vibrant private venture capital

(VC) system. In the context of the Seed and Venture

Capital Scheme 2007–2012, this development, aimed

at broadening access to funding for start-up, early

stage and development stage businesses, represents a

new phase in our strategy to extend the competitive

VC market in Ireland. It is anticipated that this funding

will leverage private investment that will generate total

fund value of the order of 11 billion to invest in Irish

businesses. The organisation realised 130.6 million

from share sales, returns from previously invested

venture capital funds, share redemptions, and a further

12 million in dividends from our equity portfolio.

Following sanction from the Department of Enterprise,

Trade and Employment, Enterprise Ireland retained

126.9 million to part fund the 1175 million venture

capital fund. A major 1300 million capital

investment package for the Irish dairy processing sector

was announced in September by the Minister for

Agriculture and Food, Mary Coughlan, T.D. This fund

includes 1100 million of Government grant assistance

and is designed to stimulate necessary investment to

ensure the long-term competitiveness and viability of

the highly important dairy industry in Ireland.

Enterprise Ireland is managing the fund on behalf of

the Department of Agriculture and Food. This year

the Government also renewed the Business Expansion

Scheme and the Seed Capital Scheme for a period of

seven years, increasing the company and investor limits

for both schemes. These changes will play a vitally

important role in assisting more Irish entrepreneurs to

bring their business, product and ideas to market faster

than would otherwise be the case. The European

Commission’s approval during 2006 of new State Aid

guidelines for capital investment, job creation and R&D

projects will have an impact on the way Enterprise

Ireland provides funding in the future, and State Aid

for certain projects is reduced in some regions.

However, new State Aid guidelines provide additional

opportunities in funding R&D, innovation and training,

and in supporting innovation-led start-up companies. 

Challenges ahead
Solid advancements against challenging targets over

two successive years position the organisation to deliver

on all of our three-year targets. However, the 2006

outcomes were hard won, and it is likely that the world

economy will provide a demanding environment for

client companies over the coming year.

While work is underway on developing a new

Enterprise Ireland strategy covering the period

2008–2010, we will nevertheless be unyielding in

applying the organisation’s full resources to achieve the

aims of the current strategy. With the Chairman, I

thank all of our partners in industry and Government

for their continued support. 

Chief Executive Officer’s report
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Finally, I wish to join with the
Chairman in acknowledging the
strong performance of the staff of
Enterprise Ireland. The enthusiasm
with which they approach the
fulfilment of our challenging
commitments to our clients is
exemplary. Together with the
positive, proactive assistance of the
Board, I thank all of them for their
efforts in support of our client
companies.

Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
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* With an overall target of 1,050 by 2013
** With an overall target of 100 by 2013

13 billion in new export sales by year-end 2007

51.699 billion in new export sales 

Transforming Irish Industry
2005–2007

1
51.275 billion in new export sales 

Increase to 596 the number of firms engaged in meaningful
R&D (1100,000+) by 2007*

601 companies invested 5100,000+ in R&D projects 

2
515 companies invested 5100,000+ in R&D projects 

Increase to 42 the number of firms engaged in significant 
R&D (12 million+) by 2007**

40 companies invested 52 million+ in R&D projects

3
33 companies invested 52 million+ in R&D projects

Support the creation of 210 new high potential start-up 
companies nationwide by year-end 2007

76 new start-ups supported

4
75 new start-ups supported

Drive export readiness by implementing productivity and
competitiveness improvement projects in 300+ firms by year-end2007

150 projects funded

5
39 projects funded

2006

2005

2006

2005

2006

2005

2006

2005

2006

2005
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Cost per job

Breakdown of net operating costs

2006 cost per job sustained (2006 prices). The cost per job is calculated by taking into account
all agency expenditure on all firms in the period. Only jobs created during, and sustained at the
end of, each seven-year period are credited in the calculations.

1 Capability Building 135m
2 Capacity Building 115m
3 Equity and Venture Capital Funds 133m
4 Technology and Scientific Infrastructure 183m
5 Net Operating Costs 195m

Total 5261m

1 Client Services Network 136m
2 Overseas Office Network 121m
3 Regional Office Network 16m
4 Science and Innovation Support 117m
5 Corporate Services Support 115m

Total 595m

1991/97 1992/98 1993/99 1994/00 1995/01 1996/02 1997/03 1998/04 1999/05 2000/06

116,190
117,012

116,344

112,129

110,588
111,102

19,763

18,481

15,628

54,139

Enterprise Ireland allocation of funds

5 1

2
3

4

5

4

3

2
1
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1
Achieving export sales

Global markets provide increasing
export prospects for Irish companies
that engage in persistent innovation
and pursue aggressive international
marketing strategies. In addition to
existing markets, the emerging
economies of the enlarged European
Union, the former Soviet Bloc and
the rapidly growing markets of China
and India are a source of profitable
opportunities for proactive
companies.
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In achieving export sales, the key function of

Enterprise Ireland’s International Sales and Partnering

Division is to facilitate the internationalisation of Irish

business. This may take the form of assisting

companies to win export sales, supporting clients to

establish an in-market presence, or setting up

international joint ventures or partnerships. Our

global network plays a strong role in this work, by

helping companies to access international technology,

funding and expertise through our Mentor and

Business Accelerator programmes.

Market overview 
In 2006, Enterprise Ireland clients realised 11.699

billion in new export sales, contributing to an overall

figure of 111.779 billion in total exports (see page 23). 

Northern Europe On the whole, economies across

Northern Europe continued to grow in 2006 and total

exports to this region were 16.74 billion, an increase of

10.6 per cent. Within the region the traditionally

strong export markets of the United Kingdom and

France experienced GDP growth rates of 2.8 and 2 per

cent respectively. The United Kingdom experienced

high inflation and rising interest rates. As a result the

retail sector has become increasingly consolidated and

competitive. In the industrial sector, the increasing

importance of the ‘green agenda’ offers good

opportunities for clients offering environmentally

friendly products and services. The United Kingdom

remained the largest export market for client

companies and increased by 9.4 per cent to 15.248

billion. The Nordic region continued to perform well

and is now worth almost 1300 million to client

companies. Sweden, home to a host of global

companies, has performed well over the last three years

and its recovering IT and telecoms sector will continue

to be a target for client companies. Denmark’s

economy performed strongly in 2006 with a GDP

growth rate of 3.2 per cent. It is an attractive IT market

for Irish companies because it continually invests in the

latest technological developments, both in the public

and private sector. The forecast is that Northern

European economies will continue to deliver valuable

export business for clients in 2007.

Southern Europe, the Middle East and Africa

This region provided excellent growth opportunities

for clients in 2006 resulting in an increase in exports

of 22.5 per cent to 11.377 billion. Industrial

sectors in Italy demonstrated strong growth in 2006

resulting in renewed confidence and increased

spending. Manufacturing orders were strong during

the year, showing a 13 per cent increase over 2005.

Spain’s economy continued to grow. GDP growth

was 3.6 per cent and this is expected to continue.

Irish companies are winning high value deals in an

increasingly diverse spectrum of industries including

healthcare, general industrial applications and

software and services. Portugal’s GDP growth was

1.6 per cent, an improvement on the 0.4 per cent

figure of 2005, and continues to be an attractive

market for Irish exporters. As the Portuguese continue

to be early adopters of technology, key contracts were

won by Irish companies selling strategic IT solutions

to government and industry. The Gulf region is

enjoying strong growth due to large oil revenues and

considerable reinvestment in the region. Saudi Arabia

and the United Arab Emirates are providing

opportunities for clients in a number of sectors.

The Americas Clients exporting to the Americas

performed well in 2006 despite challenging market

dynamics, especially in the United States, where the

dollar was weak and business confidence depressed.

Exports increased by 12.5 per cent to 11.299 billion.

Companies with ambition and leading-edge products

or services achieved significant growth and are on

track for continued expansion during 2007. Irish

companies signed 62 significant sales contracts in the

Americas this year, a 97 per cent increase on 2005.

The fact that many of these deals were with global

corporations demonstrates the confidence American

business has in the capability of Ireland’s products

and services. Irish companies now employ more than

74,000 people in the United States, an increase of 35

Achieving export sales
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Having achieved $16 million in export sales in 2006, and exports expected to reach
120 million for 2007, the Galway based operation has begun a phase of major
international growth and expansion. Last year Multis opened a new 19 million
headquarters and announced the creation of 50 new jobs. The Enterprise Ireland-
supported investment at Multis’ west Galway site, which includes manufacturing,
marketing, and R&D facilities, was put in place as part of a scaling strategy to
achieve significantly increased export sales over the next three years. The new
jobs will see Multis boost its staff levels to 170. It employs 30 in a satellite facility in
the Netherlands and 35 at a new overseas presence in the Bay area in California,
recently established to extend and leverage capabilities in the Americas. Currently
exporting to 47 different countries, Multis is a leader in the global market for
remanufacturing, remarketing and product sustainability services in the IT industry.
Its product range, such as high-end computer equipment, is remanufactured to an
‘as new’ standard for major names such as Hewlett Packard and Sun Microsystems.

Founded in 1994, Multis has grown to achieve outstanding international success
at providing original equipment manufacturers, their partners and customers with
full management solutions for retired, returned and excess products. Enterprise
Ireland has supported the company through its recent growth and is supporting
the next phase of development in which Multis plans to become a major global
solution provider. CEO Sean Keenan says: “Our plans for the future are
ambitious. We have established a unique space in the market and a unique
business model giving us a strong competitive edge. We aim to considerably
increase turnover in the next three years, and will continue to scale up towards a
target of 1100 million.” Sean is taking part in the Enterprise Ireland Leadership 4
Growth programme, which is targeted at ambitious CEOs in high growth software
services and technology companies. He sees his participation as a further sign of
Multis’ commitment to internationalising and growing exports. “I may be the one
on the programme,” he says, “but the learning outcomes will be shared and
applied across the whole management team.”

www.multisgroup.com

Multis sets ambitious targets
for global growth

Working closely with Enterprise
Ireland, Multis Group has
ambitious plans to capitalise on
their export success in the
global IT remanufacturing and
remarketing industry.

At the opening of the new Multis headquarters in Galway (l-r): 
Sean Keenan, Chief Executive Officer, Multis; Eugene Devaney, Operations Director, Multis; Minister for Enterprise, 
Trade and Employment, Micheál Martin T.D. and Seamus Bree, Enterprise Ireland.

profiling
success

Multis headquarters in Galway
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per cent on 2005. 2006 was also a year for

Enterprise Ireland expansion in this region. We

opened new offices in Toronto, Canada and Sao

Paulo, Brazil, to address growing market opportunity

and strong client demand in both markets.

Germany, Central and Eastern Europe, Russia

and CIS Exports to this region increased by 13.5 per

cent to 1894 million. The majority of economies

across the region grew at a faster rate than the

European average of 2.8 per cent in 2006, creating

good opportunities for Irish companies. The

German economy, the largest exporter in the world,

grew at 2.2 per cent in 2006 with Austria and

Switzerland experiencing 3.3 and 2.9 per cent GDP

growth respectively. With business confidence and

investment increasing across Germany and the

German speaking region, the prospects are positive

for 2007. Economies in Central and Eastern

Europe, Russia, CIS, the Baltics and the Balkans all

performed strongly in 2006. The opening up of these

economies, foreign and local investment, and

European Union structural funds (where applicable)

will continue to fuel this growth. This will provide

clients with an increasing number of opportunities in

software for Banking and Telecommunications,

Lifesciences, Construction Services, Engineering and

other related sectors. 
Asia Asia had the highest growth rate in 2006,

with clients achieving exports of 1654 million, an
impressive 24.1 per cent increase over 2005.
Economies across the Asia region continued to grow
strongly in 2006, led by China’s 10.6 per cent GDP
growth, and India’s GDP growth rate of 8.7 per cent.
Enterprise Ireland opened an office in India during
2006 to service the increasing opportunities for our
clients in that market. Japan, the second largest
economy in the world showed positive GDP growth
of 2.1 per cent for the year. By year-end, 33 Irish
companies had established sales and marketing
operations there. Australia maintained growth and
its economy’s integration with the Asian economy
continues to become more important for the future.

In recent years Irish exports to Australia have grown
rapidly. As a market for high tech products, Australia
has grown faster than any other market in the region.

Forecasts for the next few years indicate strong
overall growth in Asian markets and increasing self-
reliance through intra-regional trade. The prospects
for client companies prepared to commit to Asia are
strong. 

Sector overview 
Food and Retail Consumer Markets In-company

R&D, innovation in high value-added products, and
pioneering technical excellence played a major part in
the success of the Food and Retail Consumer sector this
year as it again made the largest contribution to
Ireland’s export growth with 17.849 billion in total
exports. The Dairy/Drinks sector accounted for 58 per
cent of the sector’s total with exports of 14.533 billion.
Primary Meats also showed strong growth of 11.1 per
cent bringing total exports to 12.214 billion. The
Consumer Products sector had exports of 1459 million,
an increase of 7.5 per cent. Industrial and
Lifesciences Markets Enterprise Ireland clients in the
Industrial and Lifesciences Markets continued to
increase export sales across a wide range of markets.
Investments in the development of people skills, R&D,
productivity improvements and marketing contributed
to an overall 11.9 per cent increase in exports to
12.493 billion. The Engineering sector, led by
companies investing in proprietary technology and
processes, was particularly successful with exports up
16.7 per cent to 1669 million. Indigenous companies
in the Lifesciences sector exported 1283 million, an
increase of 8.3 per cent. Key sectors driving growth
include Medical Devices, Medical Sub-supply and
Diagnostics. Software, Services and Emerging
Sectors Software, Services and Emerging Sectors
continued to outperform overall market growth with
an increase in exports of 16 per cent resulting in total
exports of 11.437 billion. Telecoms and Consultancy
Services exports rose by 30.1 per cent, while Enterprise,
Government and Financial Services increased by 19.5
per cent.

Achieving export sales
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An Taoiseach, Mr. Bertie Ahern T.D., accompanied by Minister for Enterprise, Trade
and Employment Micheál Martin T.D., Minister for Education and Science Mary
Hanafin T.D., and Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism John O’Donoghue T.D., led
the high profile delegation in India. India’s economy is a world leader in terms of
growth and, with a population of over one billion, it will be a powerhouse in the
coming years. Irish exports to India are currently growing by 15 per cent each year. 

The week-long visit took place at the three key business centres of Bangalore,
Delhi and Mumbai and involved 85 Irish companies, industry associations and
organisations – the most extensive trade delegation, by far, ever to have visited India
from Ireland. A total of 120 business executives representing the companies had
over 500 business meetings in the three cities. The companies came from a broad
range of sectors, including Biotechnology, Software, IT, Educational Services, Sports
and Arts, and Food and Beverages. Most of them were making their first visit to
India. Enterprise Ireland also organised three major networking events and set up
special events for participants from the International Education Services sector.

As an immediate result of the trade mission, 13 companies entered into contracts
and partnerships estimated to be worth over 135 million during the next three years.
A number of third-level colleges and industry associations were also successful.
Science Foundation Ireland, the Irish Software Association, the Irish BioIndustry
Association, the Irish Exporters Association and Chambers Ireland all signed
partnership agreements with Indian counterparts that will help to deepen
relationships and exchanges within education and research establishments in both
countries. During the visit, the Taoiseach announced the opening of an Enterprise
Ireland office in Delhi to better service the needs of Irish companies in the Indian
market. Significantly, this mission included delegates from 12 Northern Ireland
companies. This first all-island trade mission by Enterprise Ireland and Invest
Northern Ireland has paved the way for further successful collaboration. 

First all-island delegation extends
trade with India

The Enterprise Ireland trade
mission to India in early 2006
was the first ever all-island
overseas trade mission, and
marked an important turning
point in Ireland’s economic
relations with South Asia.

An Taoiseach, Mr. Bertie Ahern T.D. 
speaking at the business networking event in Bangalore.

did you
know?

In Mumbai during the trade mission to India were (l-r standing): Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer, Enterprise
Ireland; Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment Micheál Martin T.D.; Minister for Arts, Sports and Tourism 
John O’Donoghue T.D.; Minister for Education and Science Mary Hanafin T.D.; His Excellency Ambassador 
Saurabh Kumar, Ambassador of India to Ireland; His Excellency Kieran Dowling, Ambassador of Ireland to India. 
Front row (l-r): Dr. Cormac Kilty, Chairman Irish BioIndustry Association; An Taoiseach, Mr. Bertie Ahern T.D.; 
Arvind B Kulkarni, President of the Trained Nurses Union of India.
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Connecting clients with international
buyers 
A major priority for Enterprise Ireland is sourcing

genuine sales opportunities for clients. Staff in Ireland

and in our network of international offices work in

cross-market sectoral teams to provide coordinated

support to help clients win sales. This work focuses

on connecting client companies with international

buyers through organising individual, customised, in-

market meetings. We also offer clients the opportunity

to participate on Irish group stands at international

trade fairs and sector events, bring potential buyers to

clients in Ireland, and organise major trade missions.

As a result of this activity, by year-end we had

initiated a total of 6,469 client-buyer meetings,

organised 36 high-profile trade missions, participated

in 29 international trade fairs, and organised 45 inward

buyer missions to Ireland. 

International trade missions 
Trade missions are highly effective in developing

international relationships, growing export sales and

building Ireland’s profile in overseas markets. Enterprise

Ireland works closely with Government departments,

industry groups and other agencies to organise these

events. In 2006 a total of 36 major trade missions took

place, several of which are highlighted below.

All-Ireland trade visit to Canada Enterprise

Ireland and Invest Northern Ireland collaborated closely

on an all-Ireland trade mission to Canada. Micheál

Martin, T.D., Minister for Enterprise, Trade and

Employment and Maria Eagle, M.P., the Northern

Ireland Enterprise Minister, were accompanied by 32

companies. Over 80 client-buyer meetings took place

including four high-level networking events with 450

senior Canadian executives. During the visit, Minister

Martin officially opened the new Enterprise Ireland

office in Toronto. First Irish trade mission to

Ukraine The Minister for Trade and Commerce,

Michael Ahern, T.D., led Ireland’s first trade mission to

the Ukraine. The trade mission gave Irish companies

new to the Ukrainian market the opportunity to

investigate and develop market contacts in what is one

of Europe’s fastest growing economies. A number of

other Irish State agencies and their clients participated

in this Enterprise Ireland-organised trade mission,

including Bord Bía, Bord Iascaigh Mhara and Aer Rianta

International. Minister-led mission to South

Africa Annual Irish sales to South Africa are valued at

1428 million. It is expected that as a result of the trade

mission to South Africa this year, led by Minister

Micheál Martin, the 33 participant companies will

secure an additional 185 million of business in the

coming year. Partnership for Growth in

Australia Minister Michael Ahern led the Irish

delegation at an Australian Government-sponsored

business forum entitled Partnerships for Growth.

Minister Ahern also performed the official opening of

Henty Machinery Field Days, Australia’s premier agri-

machinery show. Enterprise Ireland occupied the guest

nation exhibit where it promoted the products of eight

client companies. Multi-sectoral visit to Japan

Minister Micheál Martin led a multi-sectoral mission of

30 companies to Japan in 2006. During the visit, which

highlighted the significant success of Irish companies in

this market, Minister Martin announced the opening of

offices of Irish companies Arantech, Firecomms, Havok,

Glen Dimplex and Parc Aviation.

Accelerating international growth
In 2006 we commenced the appointment of overseas

in-market business experts and established advisory

boards to help clients accelerate their international

success. Advisory boards We established four new

advisory boards in 2006 to provide the expert advice,

guidance and support to accelerate client company

growth in the United States. Three advisory boards

support specific sectors: Wireless Technologies, Medical

Devices and Construction Products. The fourth supports

participants in the Leadership 4 Growth programme at

Stanford University.

Achieving export sales 
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Widely regarded as the international leader in the connected consumer technology
market, S3 has more than 300 employees worldwide. It serves a global customer
base from engineering design centres in Ireland (Dublin and Cork) and Central
Europe, and sales and marketing operations located in the US, UK, the Netherlands
and Asia. Celebrating 20 years in business in 2006, the Dublin headquartered
company has built up a vast knowledge of consumer technology and
carved out a position at the cutting edge of the development and delivery of next-
generation technologies, products and professional services. S3 customers are
some of the biggest and best known companies in the world, including the likes of
Intel, Texas Instruments, Fujitsu, Sky, Nokia, Samsung, Philips, OpenTV and many
others. Via these customers S3’s silicon and software solutions are used in millions
of consumer electronics products worldwide, including set-top boxes, personal
video recording equipment, high-definition TVs and multiple wireless and
networking devices. S3 also collaborates with world-class technology partners
such as IBM, Cadence, Synopsys and ST Microelectronics amongst others.

With support from Enterprise Ireland, a successful buyout by the Irish
management team in 2005 involving VC investment of 110 million effectively
repositioned S3 as an indigenous company. Almost 100 per cent of S3’s
technology is exported. In 2006 it generated over 123 million in export sales,
working in close cooperation with Enterprise Ireland’s overseas teams. The
company is forecast to further expand in 2007 as it leverages its systems, software
and silicon technology into the high growth consumer home, mobile and
healthcare markets. CEO John O’Brien says: “Our target is to achieve strong
growth by positioning S3 as a leading technology supplier in high-growth digital
TV, mobile TV and wireless markets.” Also in 2007, S3 will invest 19 million in
R&D, supported by Enterprise Ireland, to develop advanced technologies used for
set-top boxes, personal video recorders, high definition TV, TV on mobile and
silicon chip design. The funding will see the company create 20 new high-value
R&D roles at their facilities in Dublin and Cork. 

www.s3group.com

Leading-edge technology connects S3
to world-class success

The success of multi-national
Silicon & Software Systems Ltd
(S3) illustrates how sustained
innovation and leading-edge
technology products and
services can achieve a world-
class exporting performance.

John O’Brien, CEO, Silicon & Software Systems Ltd

profiling
success
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In-market business accelerators A further

initiative, the in-market Business Accelerator

Programme, assigns individual client companies with

an industry expert within a specific sectoral and

geographical market. The in-market ‘business

accelerator’ is someone with the experience,

knowledge and contacts to support a company’s

expansion and development in its key export market.

Covering all global markets, 50 of these assignments

started during the year (see page 22).

Intellectual property licensing As part of our

strategy to assist technology licensing, Enterprise

Ireland worked with global corporations such as IBM,

Microsoft, Hewlett-Packard and Proctor & Gamble to

identify suitable technologies and match them to the

needs of Irish companies. Client companies Softedge

Systems and Vimio plc were successful in signing

licensing deals with Microsoft. A third, Biotrin

International, agreed a significant technology licensing

agreement with the National Cancer Institute at the

National Institutes of Health in Washington DC. 

International networking and 
knowledge sharing events
Enterprise Ireland is very active in encouraging,

supporting and establishing networks of Irish

professionals in key international markets. 

The networks provide a forum for Irish business people

to share contacts, experiences and sectoral knowledge.

For example, in 2006, the first Italian Irish Business

Network event was held in Milan. It attracted leading

Irish professionals from Italian industry and included a

group of Irish CEOs working in the Energy, Insurance

and Pharmaceuticals sectors. Olympic

construction opportunities Olympic building

programmes are estimated to be worth more than 17

billion over the next five years. Consequently, Enterprise

Ireland held a construction industry networking event

in London, as part of a strategy to win business for

Irish companies as the city prepares for the Olympic

Games in 2012. Minister Micheál Martin addressed the

event, attended by leading figures from the United

Kingdom and Irish Construction sectors. Asia

Development Bank As Ireland joined the Asia

Development Bank (ADB) in 2006, Enterprise Ireland

initiated a programme to involve our clients in the

contracts commissioned by the bank, and held a major

seminar in Dublin. It is expected that ADB contracts will

become important sources of revenue for our

consulting companies.

Achieving export sales 

On the first Irish trade mission to Ukraine (l-r): Mike Hogan, Manager Russia & CIS, Enterprise Ireland; Trevor O’Regan, International Business Development
Manager, Project Management Ltd; Minister for Trade and Commerce, Michael Ahern T.D.; Desmond O’Maonaigh, Chief Executive Officer, OTP Bank Ukraine.
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The Business Acceleration Programme connects Irish companies with in-market
business accelerators – high-profile experts from specific sectors – who use their
experience, contacts and knowledge to support the client company expansion and
development into a key export market. Following the programme’s piloting in UK
markets, and further development in European markets, Enterprise Ireland began to
apply this approach to supporting client growth to worldwide markets during 2006.

The accelerators come from the front lines of industry all over the world and over
50 began working with client companies in 2006. Each has the relevant sales and
marketing experience to advise and guide client companies in accelerating
international success. One company taking advantage of the Business
Acceleration Programme is Cúram Software, a leading provider of social enterprise
management software solutions, which sells globally into health and human
services, workforce services, and social security organisations. Headquartered in
Dublin, Cúram has additional offices located in the US, the UK, Australia and India.

According to Cúram’s Director of Business Development, Rory Gray, the company
realised a business accelerator would be ideal in helping to quickly establish itself in
the Swedish market in advance of competing for a large government tender.

Through business accelerator Sven Löchen, who has over 30 years’ experience as
a consultant, MD and manager in Sweden’s IT market, Cúram was able to analyse
the market conditions, become established as a market influencer and eventually
make a strong bid for the government tender. “The connection and the
relationship with Sven went very well right from the start,” says Gray. “We greatly
respected the value, contacts and market intelligence he brought to the table. His
role of steering us through the Swedish tendering processes, providing strategic
advice, getting meetings set up with the right people and then beginning to
influence these people was absolutely invaluable. A business accelerator is an
essential ingredient for success if your goal is to quickly establish a knowledge base
and mentoring process in a specific country.” Sven Löchen says: “The goal was to
open the best doors for Cúram, to put them in front of the right people and to
establish the best relationships, channels, contacts and networks for their excellent
product. Also I wanted to help them tread carefully through the process of doing
business within a different culture. “We have achieved this and Cúram now has
great potential in the Nordic region in general. Our partnership will continue in
Norway, Denmark and Finland.”

Accelerated route to key
international markets

Enterprise Ireland’s Business
Acceleration Programme, which
partners client companies with
in-market experts to fast-track
growth, was rolled out globally
in 2006.

did you
know?
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Achieving export sales

Exports – 2006

2005 110,510m 

2006 111,779m

New export sales (gross gains)* 11,699m

Gross losses 1430m
Net growth +12.1%

* This figure includes export gains recorded by Meat and Dairy Commodity companies.

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Review

Exports – 2006 by Main Market Area* 2005 2006 Growth
2005-2006

Northern Europe 16,096m 16,740m +10.6%

Southern Europe, Middle East and Africa 11,124m 11,377m +22.5%

The Americas 11,155m 11,299m +12.5%

Germany, Central/Eastern Europe, Russia and CIS 1788m 1894m +13.5%

Asia 1527m 1654m +24.1%

Rest of the World 1156m 1154m -1.3%

Total 59,846m 511,118m +12.9%

* Excludes sales recorded by the Irish Dairy Board

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Review

Exports – 2006 by Major Sector 2005 2006 Growth
2005-2006

Food and Retail Consumer Markets 17,044m 17,849m +11.4%

Industrial and Lifesciences Markets 12,227m 12,493m +11.9%

Software, Services and Emerging Sectors 11,239m 11,437m +16.0%

Total 510,510m 511,779m +12.1%

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Review

Client Exports – 2006 Gains & Losses

2005 Gross Gross 2006 Net
Exports Gains Losses Exports Growth

Food and Retail Consumer Markets 17,044m 11,058m 1253m 17,849m +11.4%

Industrial and Lifesciences Markets 12,227m 1397m 1131m 12,493m +11.9%

Software, Services and Emerging Sectors 11,239m 1244m 146m 11,437m +16.0%

Total 510,510m 51,699m 5430m 511,779m +12.1%

Source: Forfás/Enterprise Ireland Annual Business Review
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2
Industry-led research 
and innovation

The successful Irish exporters of the
future will be those investing in the
ongoing development of world-class
products, inventive client-focused
solutions and leading-edge services.
Enterprise Ireland enhances our
clients’ capability to create such
products and services by
encouraging and supporting 
long-term commercially focused
commitments to research and
innovation.
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Enterprise Ireland is concerned with every aspect of

adding to the technical competence of industry in

Ireland, whether this is supporting the development of

in-company research capability or bringing new

technologies into companies. We also assist the transfer

of intellectual property and knowledge from the third-

level sector to existing industry or new start-ups in

Ireland, stimulate and develop interaction between

industry and the research infrastructure, and provide

access to opportunities in international collaborative

research. Enterprise Ireland therefore continued to

strongly drive forward the research and innovation

agenda in 2006. During the year 601 client

companies invested over 1100,000 in meaningful R&D

projects, and 40 clients began significant R&D projects

requiring an investment of over 12 million. This

commitment by clients to focus strongly on R&D

represents significant progress towards our three-year

strategic targets of 596 companies carrying out

meaningful research, and 42 performing significant R&D.

In all, Enterprise Ireland approved 194 in-company R&D

projects, involving 152.9 million of funding.

Developing in-company research
capability
The initiatives and programmes we implemented to

encourage companies to undertake or increase their

R&D activities in 2006 included awareness-raising

workshops and mentoring, training in R&D

management, innovation partnerships between industry

and third-level researchers, and the sharing of

investment risk through co-funding. We also provided

specialist consultancy to help companies engage in and

successfully manage a more structured R&D

programme. R&D Advocates Our R&D Advocates

programme is a highly proactive programme involving

R&D consultants making direct approaches to

companies to engage them in practical R&D for the first

time. It engages a wide spread of companies, including

some whose contact with Enterprise Ireland may have

been dormant. As a result, 35 client companies are

seeking further support for R&D projects.

TechSearch Enterprise Ireland’s TechSearch service is

designed to help companies acquire new technologies

and products from international sources through

licensing or joint venture agreements. Throughout the

year this initiative assisted 160 clients, which resulted in

35 licence agreements representing an investment of

over 12 million. The sales potential from the licences is

some 115 million over the next three years. A

technology partnership agreement signed with the

National Research Council of Canada, will enable Irish

companies to find partner SMEs as a gateway to the

North American market. TechSearch also launched an

online, interactive version of the service which provides

case studies, licensing toolkits and expert guides.

Partnerships for innovation Our Innovation

Partnerships initiative, which is part of Enterprise

Ireland’s strategy to enhance clients’ capacity to engage

in innovative R&D, enables Irish industry and third-level

institutions to work together in developing cutting-edge

products, product enhancements and new services. This

initiative provides financial support to encourage the

combining of the third-level sector’s intellectual base,

facilities and skills with the commercial know-how of

industry. In 2006, we provided funding to 63

innovation partnership projects.

Maximising the commercial potential of
research
Realising the commercial potential of Irish-based R&D is

a major priority for Enterprise Ireland. Our aim is to

accelerate the commercialisation of research by

stimulating and facilitating interaction between

industry and the research infrastructure. Key actions

in this regard included helping companies and

researchers to bring new technologies to market,

involving industry in leading the research agenda,

strengthening the technology transfer function in

universities and building applied research strengths in

the institutes of technology. 

Industry-led research and innovation
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The early stage biological instrumentation company founded in 2004 has already
commercialised its first products, made key sales in the US and Sweden and
completed an 1800,000 investment round. The university spin-out is now driving
forward with full-scale commercialisation of its research ideas and an expansion
that will take annual exports to 13 million by 2009. Cellix specialises in
developing and manufacturing instruments that help scientists test and accelerate
the discovery of new drugs. Its pioneering technology mimics the flow of blood
through human capillaries (blood vessels), providing a plastics simulation platform
for determining how a drug might react within the body. This allows major
pharmaceutical and biotechnology organisations to make vital decisions about
expensive clinical trials both faster and more cheaply. The high potential start-up
stemmed from a collaboration between the physics and medicine departments at
Trinity College Dublin. Both the technology and the company came about as a
result of work by postgraduate research students Vivienne Williams, now Cellix’s
CEO and Dmitry Kashanin, now CTO. Supported at all stages by Enterprise
Ireland’s Commercialisation Fund, which encourages and facilitates the commercial
exploitation of knowledge and high-quality applied research, Cellix has steadily
developed its potential. The seed capital raised is being used to finance the
company’s continued R&D and expansion into international markets. “The
research does have great commercial potential,” says Williams. “We’ve been able to
sell to the prestigious National Institutes of Health in the US, the principal health
research agency of the Federal Government.” Cellix has also sold to global
pharma giant AstraZeneca and will continue pressing for exports with experience
gained from the CEO’s participation on Enterprise Ireland’s International Selling
Programme. “Our focus now is on developing a network of distributors to drive
sales,” continues Williams. “Initially this will be in Britain, Scandanavia, France and
Germany. We also want to establish a presence on the east coast in the States.
These are key markets with a high concentration of pharmaceutical and
biotechnology activity.” Cellix is based in an Enterprise Ireland bioincubation unit
in St James’s Hospital Dublin, one of six established countrywide to foster the
growth of Irish biotechnology companies.

www.cellixltd.com

Cellix capitalises on R&D
advances

Enterprise Ireland’s
Commercialisation Fund has
been instrumental in helping
Cellix Ltd’s advanced research
in microfluidics and
nanotechnology to make solid
strides in the medical and drug
discovery sector.

profiling
success

Vena8 Biochip simulates microcapillaries (blood vessels)
in plastic to model inflammatory diseases.

From left to right: 
Vivienne Williams, Chief Executive Officer, 
Frank O’Dowd, Design Engineer 
and Dmitry Kashanin, Chief Technical Officer.
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Commercialisation Fund The Enterprise Ireland

Commercialisation Fund is designed to bring new

technologies to the market place by encouraging and

facilitating high quality applied research aimed at the

commercial exploitation of knowledge. The three phases

of the fund – proof of concept, technology

development and business development – mirror the

steps required to take scientific principles and ideas into

the commercial environment. In 2006, the fund

supported 155 research projects through the proof of

concept and technology development phases to the

value of 129.7 million. Our Biotechnology

commercialisation team supports the commercialisation

of applied bioresearch into technologies that will form

the basis of new start-up companies or licences to

established companies. During 2006, Enterprise Ireland

invested 15.5 million in 14 new biotechnology research

projects ranging from the development of nanosensors

for diagnosing cardiovascular disease, to technology for

the treatment of tumours in cancer patients. Nine

technologies were licensed in the biotechnology area

and three new high potential biotechnology companies

emerged. In total, over 110 million was invested in

initiatives and research projects to commercialise

biotechnology research in Ireland, bringing investment

in this area to over 140 million since 2001. Also in

2006, Biolink Canada-Ireland was formed to create

opportunities for knowledge sharing, research

partnering and commercialisation between the

Lifesciences sectors in the two countries. Our

Informatics Commercialisation team supports the

commercialisation of research in computing, software

and telecommunications. In 2006, we supported 24

proof of concept projects and 14 technology

development projects. Seven technologies were licensed

and one high potential start-up company formed to

bring a new technology to market. An Informatics

Technology Commercialisation Showcase also presented

eight commercialisation-ready projects to business

angels, venture capitalists and companies and

generated a large number of commercialisation leads.

Our Industrial Technologies team supports the

commercialisation of technologies in a variety of

industries in the manufacturing sector including

Engineering, Electronics, Medical Devices, Food and

Pharmaceuticals. In 2006, Enterprise Ireland supported

41 proof of concept projects and 23 technology

development projects in this area. Eight technologies

were licensed and three high potential start-up

companies were formed. Enterprise Ireland presented

13 awards at the annual conference on

Commercialisation of Research in Industrial

Technologies to recognise the achievements of

academic researchers who have successfully

commercialised research funded under the

Commercialisation Fund. Industry-led research

projects In 2006 Enterprise Ireland continued to

facilitiate collaboration between industry groups and

academic research teams. The objective was to allow

Irish companies in a specific sector to specify and lead

research projects that will have commercial benefit and

increase international competitiveness. As a result we

approved two industry-led programmes which will lead

to significant R&D projects. In the first of these

Enterprise Ireland, in collaboration with the Irish

BioIndustry Association, launched a 12 million

BioIndustry-Led Research Programme. Leading business

managers and scientists working in this sector

identified biodiagnostics and bioprocess monitoring as

the priority areas. The R&D is being carried out on

behalf of the companies by a team of leading

academics from Irish universities (see page 28). 

In partnership with an industry group from the

Wireless-Mobile Telecoms sector in Ireland and research

groups in third-level institutions, Enterprise Ireland

approved an industry-led research programme in

building mobile IMS service creation tools and novel

services. The adoption of an IP Multimedia Systems

architecture by the Telecommunications industry will

provide opportunities to roll out powerful new service

offerings to customers.

Industry-led research and innovation
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Biotechnology is an area of global opportunity where Ireland has a strong research
base. The BioIndustry-led Research Programme aims to deliver technological
advancements and enhanced efficiencies to the Irish biotechnology industry by
addressing their R&D priorities. The programme is an example of industry,
academia and government working together to facilitate strategic and innovative
research, and brings together key biotechnology collaborators to work on
challenging research projects. In developing the programme, Enterprise Ireland
and the Irish BioIndustry Association (IBIA) worked in partnership with business
leaders and scientists from the Biotechnology sector to develop a shared research
agenda. They identified bio-diagnostics and bioprocess monitoring as areas of
potentially great benefit to the industry in Ireland. Leading academics from seven
Irish universities (DCU, NUIG, NUIM, Tyndall National Institute, UCC, UCD and UL)
will carry out the research on behalf of the companies over the next two to three
years. Enterprise Ireland and the IBIA have also convened an industry advisory
board for the programme. Leading scientists and business managers from
biotechnology companies Elan, Wyeth, Biotrin International, Deerac Fluidics, Luxel,
BioClin Laboratories, Omega Research, Tridelta and Enfer comprise the board, while
TEKES, the National Technology Agency of Finland, provides external consultancy
support. Paul Logue, Vice President of neuroscience biotechnology company Elan,
who chairs the advisory board, says: “This programme provides a unique forum that
brings together industrial and academic collaborators to work on research projects
that will undoubtedly enhance the innovative capacity of the biotech sector in
Ireland.” The objectives outlined for the programme include carrying out R&D
projects for Irish bioindustries to meet generic research gaps, increasing the
awareness of industry R&D needs in third-level institutions, and providing a platform
for industry-academic partnerships. The programme also promotes industry-
industry interaction, trains scientists in industry-relevant technical competencies and
supports the development of R&D activity within companies. 

Industry-led research to improve
Biotech sector competitiveness

A 12 million Enterprise Ireland
research programme for the
Biotechnology industry
launched in 2006 will
contribute to the
competitiveness of Irish
companies in the global
Biotech market.

did you
know?

At the official launch of the research programme (l-r):
Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, 
Micheál Martin T.D., Feargal Ó Móráin, Executive Director,
Enterprise Ireland and Paul Logue (Elan), Chair of the 
Industry Advisory Board
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Strengthening technology transfer expertise

Increasing the transfer of intellectual property and R&D

from higher education institutions to industry is a key

element of Enterprise Ireland’s strategy. In May,

Minister Micheál Martin announced the provision of a

130 million fund designed to build stronger and more

professional technology transfer functions within

higher education institutions in Ireland. This funding

will ensure better economic returns from R&D

investment, through the development of improved

systems, procedures and expertise in technology

transfer offices. Enhancing regional research

potential Institutes of technology are important to

balanced regional development. Enterprise Ireland

supports the establishment of centres of excellence in

applied research and assists the institutes of technology

to compete successfully for national and international

research funding. In 2006, our Applied Research

Enhancement (ARE) programme was introduced on a

national, non-competitive basis. ARE provides

opportunities for the institutes to develop research

capability in areas of strategic importance to the

individual colleges and which are of relevance to

industry in the particular region. To date, we have

funded eight centres with an investment of 110

million. 

Collaborating in international research
An international dimension to collaborative research

and innovation is vital for Irish industry. Through

international networking, knowledge sharing and

cooperation with business, academia and industry

bodies around the globe, the Irish economy is exposed

to the world’s best organisations and the very latest

developments in science and technology. A major

development in the area of international collaborative

research during the year was the launch of the Seventh

European Union Framework Programme (FP7). With a

budget of more than 150 billion, FP7 is of larger scale

and scope than any of its predecessors. FP7 will provide

huge opportunities for Irish researchers in industry,

higher education and other areas to tap into European

funding and R&D networks (see page 31).

European Space Agency In 2006 we continued

to assist Irish companies to win contracts with the

European Space Agency (ESA). A total of 19 client

companies secured contracts estimated at 15.7 million.

The contracts focus on innovative technology products

that can be exploited in commercial space and non

space markets. We also arranged brokerage events

to facilitate interactions between clients, ESA executives

and large European space companies known as System

Primes. One event in Cork focused on developing

highly innovative and advanced optoelectronics

technologies for the space programme. Senior ESA

executives, 12 client companies in the optoelectronics-

optics sector and five large European space companies

attended. Following a series of bilateral meetings, a

number of collaborations between Irish companies and

the System Primes are in development. 

Industry-led research and innovation
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Kildare-based Dawn Farm Foods is seeking to increase its penetration of continental
European markets, and aims to generate 160 million in new export sales over the
next five years. The agri-food company has made a significant commitment to
R&D, innovation and international competitiveness by firmly aligning its growth
plans with the development of a new Meat Science Innovation Centre – the first of
its kind in Ireland. The establishment of the state-of-the-art research facility was
announced in May 2006. Its construction, together with a programme of R&D
based projects, formed half of a major Enterprise Ireland-supported research and
capital investment of 128 million, which includes new high-tech production
facilities. The Meat Science Innovation Centre, to be operational at the
company’s Naas headquarters by November 2007, will double Dawn Farm Foods’
research skills and capacity, with the number of dedicated R&D personnel
increasing from 15 to 30. Overall, 100 new jobs will be created by the investment,
increasing employment at the company to 580 by 2011. A recognised leader in
the cooked meat ingredients market in Europe, 80 per cent of Dawn Farm Foods’
output is exported to more than 30 countries worldwide. As part of the Queally
Group, it serves the food manufacturing and food services sectors and has a
customer list of blue chip brands such as Nestle, Subway and Pizza Hut,
representing the who’s who of the European food industry. According to Larry
Murrin, Dawn Farm Foods’ Chief Executive, the new R&D facility is essential to
future business. He says the centre will explore the ways cooked meat protein will
be used by the consumers of tomorrow by examining emerging trends in the areas
of convenience and functional foods, speciality meat products, and health and
wellness. “However, it’s not only about designing the flavours of the future,” he
adds. “We will also focus on innovation in the systems, processes and applications
of the research itself. Our R&D capability has been a key business enabler since
1984. We want to continue building on that. “Having supported us every step of
the way,” says Murrin, “Enterprise Ireland will remain a very close working partner.”  

www.dawnfarms.ie

R&D centre serves up the right
recipe for Dawn Farm Foods

By anchoring plans in R&D,
innovation and market
knowledge, Ireland's largest
privately owned agri-food
business is fast-tracking an
ambitious expansion into
European markets. 

At the announcement of the w28m investment by Dawn Farms Foods Ltd in Naas, Co Kildare (l-r):
Larry Murrin, Chief Executive Officer, Dawn Farm Foods, Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, 
Mr Micheál Martin T. D. and Derek Breen, Manager Primary Meats, Enterprise Ireland. 

profiling
success
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The Seventh EU Framework Programme for Research and Technological
Development (FP7) offers Irish researchers a golden opportunity to tap into
European research networks and funding. The 150 billion programme will run
until 2013. Of larger scale and scope than any of its predecessors, it encompasses
collaborative research potential in the key areas of ICT, healthcare, agri-food, energy,
environment, space, security and nanotechnology. A primary objective of FP7 is to
make the programme more attuned to the needs of industry, particularly SMEs, and
a target of 15 per cent has been set for small firm participation in collaborative
research. Enterprise Ireland has been mandated to lead Ireland’s participation in
FP7 as part of the National Support Network. Dr Imelda Lambkin is the National
Director and she leads a group of 33 national contact points and national delegates
from ten Irish organisations. The Network offers assistance to potential participants
in FP7 including financial supports. It also simplifies the application procedure for
SMEs and encourages participation by small businesses. Dr Lambkin is
spearheading efforts to ensure that all researchers and companies know about the
opportunities available through the programme. Her office is also sending a
motivating message to stakeholders in industry, academia, the healthcare sector,
publicly funded organisations and elsewhere. She said: “Traditionally researchers
in higher education institutions have been the most active in applying for Framework
funding. One of our key objectives is to convey the message that FP7 funding is
highly relevant for researchers in industry and elsewhere and that it can be used to
complement the existing R&D and innovation strategies of SMEs, multinational
corporations and other bodies. We are issuing a call to action for Ireland's R&D
community. Under FP7, we have established a network of national contact points to
ensure that the best possible structures are in place to support those who wish to
access the opportunities. The message is clear – the funding is available for the
appropriate projects. We will be doing everything possible to ensure that researchers
are aware of the opportunities.” Irish researchers drew down almost 1200 million
from the previous framework programme, FP6. 

www.FP7-ireland.com

150 billion programme offers
major R&D funding opportunities

Enterprise Ireland is
coordinating the national
response to the 150 billion EU
research programme 
launched in November 2006.

Dr. Imelda Lambkin, National Director for FP7

did you
know?

At the SMEs Connecting with FP7 roadshow event in Dublin (l-r): Micheal Cassidy, NTERA Ltd; 
Jimmie Parkes, Inter-Euro Technology Ltd; Sean Burke, National Contact Point/National Delegate, SMEs in FP7,
Enterprise Ireland; Niall Bolger, Innovation and Technology Transfer, Enterprise Ireland; Gerard Lacey, Lecturer,
Computer Science and Statistics, Trinity College Dublin.
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3
World-class productivity and
management development

High productivity and competitive
levels are essential if indigenous Irish
companies are to sustain export
performance against robust global
competition. To this end Enterprise
Ireland made continued strong
progress in 2006 towards our three-
year strategic target of supporting
productivity and competitiveness
projects in at least 300 firms.
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The added value of our support for productivity and

management development is that it helps embed a

culture of innovation and sustainable improvement in

recipient companies, thereby establishing a base from

which they can further develop products, services,

competitiveness and, ultimately, export sales.

Productivity Improvement Fund The Productivity

Improvement Fund provides advisory support and

financial assistance to help companies improve

productivity and increase international competitiveness.

Support is provided for machinery and automation

equipment, technology acquisition and training. 

We supported 150 productivity improvement projects

during the year. These projects, covering all sectors,

involve a total investment of 1102 million supported by

128.6 million from Enterprise Ireland. Sixty three per

cent of these clients were in the Industrial and

Lifesciences sector, 30 per cent in Food and Retail

Consumer Markets and 7 per cent in Software, Services

and Emerging Sectors. Supply chain

management The Supply Chain Management

initiative addresses cost reductions, efficiencies in

production, distribution and product delivery, and is

also aimed at driving improvements in competitiveness.

Under this initiative Enterprise Ireland supported over

60 client companies’ supply chain-enhancing projects

across all sectors of industry including Food,

Engineering, Construction and Chemicals.

Benchmarking Other productivity projects

delivered during the year included an initiative

challenging clients to establish how their business

compared internationally. This work involved

benchmarking over 40 client companies, and

challenging and supporting 14 companies on medium

term improvement projects. eBusiness

Our eBusiness Unit continued to promote the use of

ICT among client companies through the eBusiness

Management Initiative. The programme supports

projects across all sectors that improve productivity or

increase international sales. This included 66 clients

attending a workshop on using the internet to

compete in international markets. International

conferences Two major conferences organised to

address innovation, competitiveness and world-class

practice were held during the year. The country’s first

international innovation conference brought together a

panel of leading experts to examine best thinking and

practice in innovation strategy at national and

company level (see page 35). Over 350 participants

attended the two-day international Achieving

Performance Excellence conference on building

competitiveness and world-class practice. Organised

jointly by Enterprise Ireland and the EU-Japan Centre

for Industrial Cooperation, it brought together senior

European, Japanese, United States and Irish managers

representing 20 per cent of the world’s top 50

manufacturers, including Daimler-Chrysler, Toyota,

Sony, Pepsi, Dell, Volvo, Pirelli and IBM.

World-class productivity and management development
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Horseware Products Ltd has a reputation for consistently bringing innovation to the
worldwide niche market for horse rugs. The multi award-winning company
achieved a global leadership position in the mid-90s with the design and
manufacture of its ‘Rambo’ rug, which set new standards in the market.

Horseware Products has enjoyed major success ever since, solidly holding a place
as a world-beating designer and manufacturer of other innovative horse rugs, and
introducing a successful range of equestrian clothing and accessories. The
Dundalk company exports the bulk of its output to European, US, UK and
Australian markets. Turnover in 2006 reached 120 million, a considerable upturn on
the previous number of years during which, faced by rising costs in Ireland and
increasing competition from Asian imports, Horseware Products was being forced
to reduce capacity and shed jobs. Expectations now are that the company can
grow to a 130 million turnover by 2010. According to Horseware Products MD
Tom McGuiness the turnaround is due to improvements made under Enterprise
Ireland’s Productivity Improvement Fund. “Consistently over 20 years Enterprise
Ireland has seen the need and gone out there to meet it,” says McGuinness, “and
they have delivered once again with this programme.” The horse rug innovator is
in the middle of a two-year capital investment, technology acquistion and training
plan under the Productivity Improvement Fund that is significantly reducing
production lead times and bringing an array of efficiencies to all areas of the
business. New software has speeded up the design process, while a 50,000 sq ft
warehouse is stocked out to capacity due to a faster and more efficient
manufacturing process. Other improvements have included a wireless scanning and
barcoding reading system that enables operators to pick stock more quickly and
ship it faster. There are now fewer errors, bottlenecks, and much less paperwork in
comparison to the previous model. The company is also employing more people in
warehousing and shipping, replacing manufacturing jobs lost several years ago.

“The results,” says McGuinness, “have been fantastic, and are enabling the
business to grow significantly without any further heavy investment. We can now
beat the pants off our competitors in efficiency as well as design.”

www.horseware.com

Productivity improvements transform
Horseware Products’ performance

With assistance from Enterprise
Ireland’s Productivity
Improvement Fund, a Dundalk
equestrian company is
transforming its performance,
competitiveness and export
capability.

profiling
success
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did you
know?

Dr. John Bowman (left), Conference Chairman
and Prof. Keith Goffin, Professor of Innovation and New
Product Development, Cranfield School of Management

At the Innovation Forum (l-r):
Thomas Arnold, Head of Research and SME Unit, Directorate-General for Research, European Commission; 
Mike Feeney, Executive Director, Enterprise Ireland; Catherine Whelan, Innovation Manager, AXA Insurance; 
Ted Roumel, Senior Advisor, Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of America (PhRMA); 
Philip Thornton, Manager Specialist Technologies Support, Enterprise Ireland;
Alan Dixon, Head of Business Unit, Enterprise Ireland.

Officially opened by Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment, Micheál Martin
T.D., the Innovation Forum and Showcase at Dublin Castle brought together leading
international experts to provide a comprehensive overview of the best thinking and
practice in innovation management. The two-day event examined a broad range
of innovation issues at international, national and organisational levels, and down to
the functional level of the individuals tasked with conceiving innovative ideas and
delivering creative strategies. A series of keynote speeches, sectoral sessions, case
studies and a seminar programme examined innovation strategy as well as
innovation in action, and focused on helping Irish businesses to understand and
attain the commercial benefits of innovation. In his opening address, Minister
Martin said: “In an increasingly knowledge-driven global economy, sustained
economic growth is inextricably linked to the ability to innovate successfully. This
requires Irish firms to be solutions-driven and highly responsive to market
developments. It is important to remember that innovation is not the sole
preserve of large high-tech firms and research laboratories, but it is simply the
application of knowledge in order to do things better, more quickly, more
economically and more efficiently.” The Forum’s seminar programme provided
practical tools and techniques to improve innovative capabilities across a range of
subjects including intellectual property management, supply chain management,
eBusiness and productivity Exhibitors at the showcase provided advice and
assistance in areas such as scientific and technological research, design and
development, innovation management and automation. At the Innovation Forum
Enterprise Ireland also launched a new web site to support innovation in practice:
www.techsearch.ie is an online version of the existing TechSearch service, which
helps Irish companies to locate and acquire technologies not readily available from
commercial sources. The service operates across all industrial sectors and provides
assistance and expertise to clients to successfully license technologies from
international sources. Teams from Enterprise Ireland were also on hand to advise
on all the programmes and services available to support innovation in Ireland.

National forum captures latest
innovation thinking and practice

Nearly 300 entrepreneurs,
senior managers, executives,
technical people and staff
responsible for innovative
activities in their companies
attended a major Enterprise
Ireland-organised national
forum on innovation in
September 2006. 
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Mac-Fab Systems is one of the fastest growing baler manufacturers in Europe, with
over 80 per cent of its 17 million turnover in 2006 resulting from sales in the UK
and ten other European countries. The Co Monaghan company currently
manufactures and markets 14 different models of baling presses for waste paper,
cardboard, plastics, and other materials. The machines offer a complete waste
management solution to customers in sectors such as Hospitality, Retail, Industry
and Local Government. Aiming for 15 per cent growth in each of the next two
years, Mac-Fab recently signed a deal to supply 400 balers to Marks & Spencer, and
is already ahead of target in its UK market where growth reached 40 per cent
within just six months. “We know what the customer wants,” says Mac-Fab MD
Gene McMahon. “and consequently have simplified our balers’ features and
designed the range to maximise durability and reliability. This is why we continue to
grow.” Mac-Fab sells through a network of overseas distributors in all its
markets. A central European sales manager, with a command of five different
languages covers Austria, Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands and
Spain. With the UK, France, Spain and EU accession states offering strong
potential Mac-Fab is ramping up productivity and competitiveness levels and
working to expand its distribution network. Enterprise Ireland recently supported
the company under the Productivity Improvement Fund for investment in both
capital acquisition and company-wide training. New equipment will improve the
manufacturing process and increase productivity levels, while the entire staff of 40
is undergoing training to streamline stock control, administration, safety and all
business processes. Mac-Fab is also working in close collaboration with
Enterprise Ireland’s overseas office network. “The overseas teams have done a lot of
work with us,” says Gene McMahon. “They have given us an excellent overview of
key markets and helped us to locate distributors that are right for the product.” 

The Carrickmacross company is one of a growing band of Irish companies
successfully exporting waste management products and services. 

www.macfab.com

Mac-Fab increases productivity in 
response to growing markets

Enterprise Ireland-supported
training and improvements in
productivity at a Co Monaghan
waste baler manufacturer has
helped give the green light for
growth in international
markets. 

profiling
success
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Building management capability
World-class management teams with strong

international sales capabilities win business and attract

investors. The new model of a knowledge-driven Irish

economy needs the leadership of a new breed of Irish

managers with a breadth of world-class skills and

expertise across the whole spectrum of business

disciplines. To achieve export growth it is therefore just

as important to invest in building management

capability as it is to tackle any other critical area of

business development. Enterprise Ireland placed

strong emphasis on enhancing the management

capabilities of Irish businesses in 2006. We approved

111.5 million of the Productivity Improvement Fund for

training, against a client investment of over 122

million. In total almost 200 client companies from

across all sectors participated in management

development programmes. This is a 50 per cent

increase on the previous year’s participation levels. 

Along with continued delivery of existing

programmes tailored to the needs of specific sectors,

two major management development programmes,

Leadership 4 Growth and the International Selling

Programme, commenced during the year. 

Leadership 4 Growth The Leadership 4 Growth

programme, developed by Enterprise Ireland in

association with the Irish Software Association and the

Stanford Graduate School of Business in the United

States, brings together key players from the business

world and academia to fast-track the growth of Irish

software companies. An initial tranche of 31 ambitious

CEOs from Irish high-growth companies started the

first Leadership 4 Growth programme in 2006. The

programme provides a major opportunity for

participants to enhance their leadership and strategic

capabilities through Stanford’s world-renowned

business faculty (see page 38).

International Selling Programme The

International Selling Programme enhances skills at

management levels in Irish companies. An initial group

of 32 participants, with 60 more planned for 2007,

came from a wide range of sectors with export sales

strategies targeting markets right across the globe.

Delivered in association with the Dublin Institute of

Technology the programme is totally export sales

focused, designed to help Irish companies win

international sales and sustain export growth into the

future. Sectoral change programmes

Positive results also came from sectoral change

management programmes that employ best practice

input from Irish and international expertise. These

include the Seafood Processing programme, delivered

in partnership with Bord Iascaigh Mhara and the

Grimsby Institute of Further and Higher Education, and

the Pork and Bacon Processing programme delivered in

association with the Irish Management Institute and

the Danish Meat Research Institute. Almost 40

participants on both programmes focused on

developing management capability and driving

innovation in SMEs. Access to exernal expertise:

the Mentor Network In 2006, Enterprise Ireland

helped 332 companies access the external advice and

support provided by our nationwide Mentor Network.

The mentors are senior executives with a proven track

record of business success who volunteer their services.

In 2006, we welcomed to the network a number of

new mentors who bring extensive experience of high

technology and emerging sectors. In addition, 26

international mentors were assigned to work with

clients in overseas markets.

World-class productivity and management development
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did you
know?

An initial tranche of 31 ambitious CEOs from leading Irish software, services and
technology companies started the first Leadership 4 Growth programme in October.

Developed by Enterprise Ireland in association with the Irish Software Association,
the world-renowned Stanford Graduate School of Business is delivering the
prestigious programme in the US and Ireland. Leadership 4 Growth is quite
distinct from other leadership programmes in both delivery and content. It focuses
on developing the leadership ambition, mindset and capability of participants, to
help them create companies that achieve scale and dominant positions in their
chosen markets. Its overall objectives are to achieve tangible growth and business
improvements for Enterprise Ireland clients through enhancing CEO-level leadership
and strategic capabilities, thereby creating fundamental change in the indigenous
software and technology sector in Ireland. Stanford faculty members with
unparalleled experience in the leadership, software and technology fields lead the
modules. Between modules the CEOs participate in one-on-one coaching and attend
monthly group sessions aimed at supporting the execution of their newly-defined
leadership and business strategy plans. Participant Tony McGuire, CEO of Dublin-
based System Dynamics, says: “Access to this programme with these guys at
Stanford has been a complete revelation. It has changed very dramatically my own
ambition and that of our whole management team. “Not only has it given us the
inspiration to think immense business ideas, but it has also provided us with the
road map to implement them and to go on to be a significant company. “But the
real payback so far is that System Dynamics is talking a new language of leadership.
We are currently experiencing 50 per cent increase in business from this time last
year and our new ideas of leadership mean that we know how to manage and lead
this strong growth.” Professor George Foster, Programme Faculty Director at
Stanford Graduate School of Business says: "This certainly is a landmark venture
bringing together key players from business and academia to fast-track the growth
of Irish software companies. We at Stanford are delighted to be a part of such an
important initiative for the Irish economy and its software industry." The first
programme runs until September 2007. 

Leadership 4 Growth creates
landmark opportunity for CEOs

Enterprise Ireland’s Leadership
4 Growth programme, which
offers Irish high-growth
company CEOs a breakthrough
opportunity to enhance their
ambition, mindset and world-
class leadership capabilities was
launched in October 2006.
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Leadership 4 Growth Programme
Stanford Graduate School of Business
Module 1: October 22-28, 2006

Row 1: Bernie Cullinan, Gary Coburn, Gerry O’Connor, John Byrne, Anna Kupka, Peter Conlon
Row 2: Philip Sharpe, Des Speed, Brendan McDonagh, Jim Breen, David Wall, Eric Mosley, Anthony Collins
Row 3: Aidan Dillon, Cyril McGuire, John Conroy, Karl Flannery, Leo MacCanna, Tony McGuire, John O’Brien, Alan Robinson
Row 4: Sean Keenan, Paul Fawsitt, Damian Fannin, Fionan Murray, Cormac Whelan, David Moran, Colm Healy, Ray Bolger, Richard Bryce, David Harrison
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4
Starting and scaling
companies

Creating new high potential start-up
companies (HPSUs) and growing
companies to scale are critical to the
success and long-term strength of
Ireland’s economy. These companies
support local economies, secure
wealth and high-value employment
and foster a culture of innovation
and entrepreneurship.
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Entrepreneurship throughout Ireland, the level of which

was rated as strong by the 2005 GEM Report (Global

Enterprise Monitor), is the focus of concentrated

Enterprise Ireland activity. The organisation works to

encourage entrepreneurship and provides support to

emerging HPSU companies, technology companies

coming out of the R&D environment, and companies

targeting ambitious export growth. Finding and

converting individuals’ potential and entrepreneurial

ambition into quality export focused HPSUs is therefore

a high priority. Our dedicated HPSU Division works with

the regional teams to encourage regionally-based high

potential start-ups, and with the overseas teams helps

HPSUs secure first and subsequent international

reference customers. Enterprise Ireland also works

with ambitious companies that have secured leadership

or a significant position within their target markets and

therefore have the potential to achieve scale. In

addition, we focus on building clusters of companies

and encouraging corridors within sectors. Clustering

helps to build the synergies of Irish businesses working

in the same sector and encourages activities that benefit

them as a group. The overall strategic target in our

work with Ireland’s entrepreneurs is to support the

creation of 210 new HPSUs by year-end 2007. 

Translating entrepreneurial ambition 
into reality
In 2006, we supported the creation of 76 HPSUs

nationwide. The total investment in the 76 companies

was 147.5 million, of which Enterprise Ireland invested

117.5 million. These companies are expected to

create in the region of 1,260 high-skilled jobs and

generate exports worth 1110 million over the next two

years. A number of these new enterprises are involved

in highly innovative R&D in emerging sectors such as

Mobile Telecommunications, Semiconductors and

Biopharmaceuticals. As part of the strategy to

translate entrepreneurial potential and ambition into

high quality HPSUs, we continued to target the most

important sources of embryonic and ambitious

entrepreneurs. These sources include indigenous

companies, multi-nationals, third-level colleges,

technology incubators, research centres and serial

entrepreneurs. Through our overseas networks, we also

targeted expatriates who are capable of returning to

Ireland to establish businesses in innovative areas.

In support of our objectives we launched a targeted

promotional campaign involving a series of

advertisements in broadsheet newspapers and trade

magazines.There were also a number of editorial pieces

in broadsheet newspapers using Enterprise Ireland client

companies as case studies and billboard advertising in

institutes of technology and Galway Airport. 

Supporting development and building
growth potential
Enterprise Ireland focuses its HPSU support on helping

companies to survive the critical first three years, to

achieve stability with sales of greater than 15 million

and to build potential to achieve scale. This support

includes expert advice and mentoring, access to early

stage funding, incubator facilities, on-campus support,

training, and assistance in securing key customer

reference sales. Achieving key reference sales
A key reference sale is that all-important confidence-
building contract with a customer that is likely to be a
catalyst for further sales. Enterprise Ireland assisted 89
HPSUs in securing their first crucial reference sale in
2006, 79 were in overseas markets. Improving
access to early stage funding A crucial element to
the success and growth of start-ups is access to early
stage funding. Supporting the development of seed
and venture capital funding therefore continued to be
a high priority for the organisation. During the year
we commenced a new phase in our strategy to build a
competitive venture capital community with the
announcement by the Minister for Enterprise, Trade
and Employment, Micheál Martin, T.D. of an injection
of 1175 million to support private venture capital funds
investing in start-up and early stage companies (see
page 47). In addition, Enterprise Ireland welcomed
the Government’s decision to extend the Business

Starting and scaling companies
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The award-winning Cork company is poised to make inroads into the worldwide
market for retail cabinet display lighting and expects to raise turnover from a
standing start in 2004 to 16 million by 2008. NuaLight has identified a number
of niche applications for its unique ‘install and forget’ LED lighting technology, and
through ongoing research and patenting of key technological breakthroughs is
building a portfolio of LED-related intellectual property. Started in Cork by
microelectronics professor and serial entrepreneur Dr Liam Kelly, soon after its
inception NuaLight merged with LED illumination company Ozone Technology.

Nualight’s founders, Kelly, John Bouchier and Paul O’Shaughnessy, have all been
involved with the LED illumination market for 10 years, and in the semiconductor
industry since the 1970s. “This experience has allowed us to be first to market
with the technology,” says Kelly, “and the fact that we understand it better than
anybody will help keep us ahead of the competition.” NuaLight’s LED solutions
are proven to increase customer sales by improving the appearance of the products
they display and by reducing the costs of utility bills and overall ownership. Sales
are building steadily, and clients already include SuperValu in Ireland, the Migros
retail group in Switzerland, and Albertsons and Fortunoff in the US. NuaLight’s
products have also recently been approved by leading UK retailer Marks & Spencer.

Enterprise Ireland has supported the company, providing equity funding in an
investment round alongside the 4th Level Ventures venture capital fund, financial
assistance for R&D, and advice and guidance from its earliest stage to the point
where NuaLight was formally recognised as high potential start-up. Well over 90
per cent of NuaLight’s products will be exported. Because of this Sales and
Marketing Director O’Shaughnessy is taking part in the Enterprise Ireland
International Selling Programme, which is designed to help companies win more
international sales and sustain export growth into the future. Says Kelly: “Staff
levels, sales and turnover will rise sharply over the next couple of years as our
breakthrough technology and consistent innovation begins to bite in the market.
The target is to grow turnover to 115 million over the next three years.”

www.nualight.com

NuaLight positioned
for bright future

NuaLight, which develops
advanced lighting systems
based on its own patents and
cutting-edge research in
microelectronics, is an
innovative early stage company
with high-growth potential.

Dr. Liam Kelly, Managing Director, NuaLight Ltd

profiling
success
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The Class of 2006 showcase introduced the high potential start-ups to the
investment community, members of the Government, senior business leaders and
the media. The event recognised the important contribution these innovative
companies make to the economy and saluted the ambition, determination and
innovation of the entrepreneurs involved. The 76 export focused start-ups, the
highest number supported by Enterprise Ireland in any year to date, are all in
knowledge intensive sectors. Enterprise Ireland invested 117.5 million of the total
147.5 million investment in the companies, and worked with each of the 76
companies from embryonic and concept stage to their point of recognition as high
potential start-ups. Involving 170 entrepreneurs, the companies are expected to
grow rapidly, create 1,260 new high-skilled jobs, and generate exports worth 1110
million over the next two years. Entrepreneurs with industry experience, both in
the indigenous and multi-national sector, provided the richest source of high
potential start-ups in 2006, with 51 per cent created by individuals leaving
employment in favour of starting their own business. Serial or repeat entrepreneurs
accounted for 28 per cent of the group. There was also a welcome increase in the
level of female participation. Twenty per cent of the companies in the Class of 2006
had females as members of the senior management team – over double last year’s
number. Integrated PBX applications company Soft Telecom was one of the
featured companies. Its CEO Robbie Hanlon says: “This was a very positive event that
added value to our ongoing relationship with Enterprise Ireland. It introduced us to
a ‘community’ of companies in the same position as ourselves and provided valuable
promotional and networking opportunities.” At the event Enterprise Ireland
facilitated networking sessions between the investors and companies, assisting
relationship building and helping investors to identify potential opportunities.

Venture capitalist Brian Caulfield, attending on behalf of Dublin-based Trinity
Venture Capital, says: “This is a very interesting event that makes excellent use of our
time as investors. It is always worth attending to see the breadth of the companies
Enterprise Ireland is investing in. As a result of seeing the 2006 crop we will be
tracking the progress of several companies.”

Showcase for the Class of 2006 

The 76 high potential start-up
companies supported by
Enterprise Ireland during the
year have been showcased at
the annual ‘Class of…’ event.

From left to right: Kevin Sherry, Divisional Manager,
Enterprise Ireland, Rosie Sheehan, Broadway Bagels Ltd.
and Hyat Syed, Kohinoor Ltd.

did you
know?

The Start-up Class of 2006
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Norkom achievement shows
pathway to scaling growth

Enterprise Ireland scaling client
Norkom Technologies is an
example of an ambitious Irish
company which has sucessfully
fast-tracked growth to achieve
a leadership position in its
market.

At Norkom’s flotation on the Irish Stock Exchange (l-r): Deirdre Somers, Chief Executive designate, Irish Stock
Exchange, Paul Kerley, Chief Executive Officer, Norkom and Cecil Hayes, Chief Operating Officer, Norkom.

profiling
success

Having grown rapidly on entering the financial crime and compliance market in
2001, Norkom is now a global player recognised as outclassing its worldwide
competitors’ anti-money laundering solutions. The Dublin company’s software
solutions help banks and financial institutions detect, manage and take action
against financial crime such as fraud and money-laundering. It has signed deals
with a number of the world’s largest banks, including HSBC and French banking
giant Crédit Agricole, monitoring millions of transactions a day for suspicious
activities on behalf of these and other premier clients. The international success
of the business means Norkom’s software suite is currently deployed in more than
100 countries across four continents. Norkom has been a profitable company
since October 2002, achieving exports in excess of 117.9 million in FY06, and a
growth rate of 49 per cent over its FY05 revenues. Norkom Technologies rides
high among the knowledge based industries currently driving Irish export success.
Ambitious global growth plans led the company to float in 2006, when it
executed a successful IPO, raising 121 million and listing on Dublin’s IEX and
London’s AIM markets. The capital is fuelling a new phase of development
which includes expansion in existing markets of North America, Europe and
Asia-Pacific and the option to pursue a commercial acquisitive strategy.

The award-winning financial crime and compliance solutions provider has
successfully engaged in many of the activities Enterprise Ireland has identified
as being crucial to scaling growth. “Enterprise Ireland has been a long
time supporter of Norkom,” says Director of Marketing Rosemary Turley,
“both at a tactical level in helping us achieve sales on the ground, and at a
strategic level where it has ensured that the knowledge of our
management team has continued to grow as we have scaled.” Turley
says Norkom’s significant achievements are due to “a compelling market,
effective solutions, and a steady eye on growth and investment.” “We

are also very pragmatic,” she adds, “ and this means we will be replicating what
works for us as we build out our markets.” Norkom now employs 176 and has
offices in the UK, Belgium, North America, Canada and Australia. 

www.norkom.com
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Expansion Scheme as it plays a vitally important role in
assisting more Irish entrepreneurs to bring their
business, products and ideas to market faster than
would otherwise be the case. Enterprise Ireland
continued its work in assisting entrepreneurs to prepare
and present business plans and in organising
networking events for HPSUs and investors.

Developing companies of scale
Building companies of scale is one of the biggest
challenges facing Irish industry. As part of our current
strategy Enterprise Ireland established a dedicated
Scaling Division to work with companies who
demonstrate the ability and commitment to scale
annual sales to over 120 million. This initiative is
focused on achieving scaled company growth through
a process of specialised and tailored interventions.
Viewed as critical to accelerating the longer-term
growth and development of Irish exports, this is a
pioneering initiative in international enterprise support
terms. While the Europe-wide annual trend, as in
Ireland, is for limited numbers of companies to achieve
scale, Enterprise Ireland is committed to fully
developing the scaling potential in the country.

Potential scaling companies characteristically adopt
a clear and dynamic business strategy. They have
achieved sales of at least 15 million, know and are
known in their markets, show strong leadership, vision
and management ability, and display an open attitude
to external advice and good access routes to finance.
This year 50 companies across all sectors and regions
were involved in the scaling initiative.

A scaling company faces new challenges as it
realises 110 million, 115 million and 120 million sales
for the first time. We have identified five critical issues
that companies face on this path to growth: how to
test the scalability of the business model and strategy;
growing the management team; deepening leadership
skills; how to undertake acquisitions and partnerships;
and how to fund the company as it scales. The Scaling
Division is building the knowledge base of these critical
issues through working with scaling companies in each
area and facilitating inter-company learning on the
scaling process. In addition, work has begun to map

the different stages of scaling and the requirements of
clients at each stage. The number of scaling
portfolio clients passing thresholds of 110, 115 and
120 million global sales for the first time is a significant
indicator of the potential for Irish-owned firms to
achieve scale. In 2006 the number of scalling clients
achieving these targets was 19, with 6 client
companies reaching sales of over 110 million, 7
attaining 115 million and 6 achieving 120 million.
Importantly, 13 of these companies invested at least 12
million on significant R&D, while a further 42 scaling
clients also spent over 1100,000 on meaningful R&D in
2006. A total of eight major investments also took
place with client scaling companies during the year. 

Learning from experience Enterprise Ireland
works in partnership with scaling companies on the
issues they face as they grow and gives them access to
international best practice and experience.

Leadership is recognised as being critical to Irish
companies with serious ambitions to grow. Jean
Francois Manzoni, Professor of Leadership and
Development at the Institute for International
Management Development in Switzerland presented a
leadership seminar for CEOs of scaling companies. The
objective of the seminar was to raise awareness of the
importance of leadership development and to
encourage the CEOs to assess and develop their
leadership skills in line with the needs of their growing
companies. Acquisition as a strategic growth option
has surfaced in more than 50 per cent of scaling
companies. To date these companies have executed
more than 20 acquisitions across global markets.
Further emphasising the interest in this area, over 50
companies attended a specialist seminar, Growth for
Acquisition. During 2006, a number of knowledge
sharing and networking events were organised to draw
on the experience of companies that have successfully
grown to scale. These included the seminars
Understanding Software Product Development,
Establishing Operations Overseas, Companies Supplying
the Construction Industry, and the establishment of a
forum for CEOs from the Software and Technology
sectors.

Starting and scaling companies
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AdaptiveMobile secures the line
to global leadership

A high potential start-up in
2003, AdaptiveMobile has
grown quickly to achieve a
global leadership position in
the rising mobile security
market.

The founders of AdaptiveMobile (l-r): John Kennedy, Chief Financial Officer, Lorcan Burke, Chief Executive Officer,
Brendan Dillon, Chief Technical Officer and Gareth Maclachlan, VP Products.

profiling
success

The Dublin-headquartered company, the first worldwide to focus on the growing
market for protecting subscribers on mobile phones, continues its rapid growth in
customers. AdaptiveMobile’s software products protect mobile users against
undesired web content, virus malware, unsolicited messaging and unauthorised,
illegal or harmful material being delivered to mobile phones. The company has
offices in the US, Canada, South Africa, the Middle East, AsiaPac and Europe, and
has a customer base of the world's largest and most advanced Tier-1 mobile
operators and service providers. AdaptiveMobile has also forged strategic
partnerships with leading network infrastructure providers such as Cisco and HP,
and has strong relationships with enterprise security companies such as Symantec,
McAfee and Websense. Lorcan Burke, AdaptiveMobile CEO says: “The global
market for mobile subscriber protection is exploding as the Internet continues to be
an unsafe environment for users – particularly children and developing nations,
those for whom mobiles are a first technology experience. Spam and virus threats
seen on PCs continue to migrate to mobile phones, and with mobile hand sets
increasingly being used for mobile services such as email access and internet
browsing, corporates are seeking to manage the potential security risks. “We
have a head start in this market. Our timing is good. We understand the
challenges, and have proven the product capabilities as a complete mobile security
solution for operators. We’re focused on our target markets and we have good
customers and partnerships to build on. This puts us in a very strong position in
this rapidly growing market.” Enterprise Ireland support has included start-up,
seed capital and R&D funding. Last year AdaptiveMobile secured additional VC
funding from Intel Capital, Intel's venture capital investment organisation and
Enterprise Ireland. The company is maintaining a global leadership strategy to
double revenues year on year. As it works through an accelerated growth plan,
Enterprise Ireland will continue to support AdaptiveMobile through the expansion.

“Our strategy is to continue our focus on growing international sales and
expanding our global footprint,” says Burke, “and at the same time continue to
innovate in the mobile services market. We are also extending our strategic
partnerships and delivery capabilities to service our customer footprint in the
Middle East and Asia.”

www.adaptivemobile.com
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The new Seed and Venture Capital Fund Scheme committed the largest ever
investment by the State in venture capital, which will in turn leverage the largest
matching investment from the private sector. The major injection of liquidity is
designed to further enable and develop the venture capital industry in Ireland.

It will support entrepreneurship and provide risk capital to assist small to medium
sized enterprises (SMEs) in gaining access to finance. Lack of early stage finance
consistently emerges as a key challenge for innovative start-up firms. The 1175
million investment will be a vital contributor to the development of a more robust,
commercially viable and sustainable seed and venture capital industry in Ireland.

The new funds will greatly improve access to finance for SMEs and for the
commercialisation of research. They will also encourage and leverage private
sector investment in sectors that are difficult to finance, and will leverage private
sector and institutional investment into the Irish venture capital industry.

The scheme is central to Enterprise Ireland fulfilling its strategy of supporting and
contributing to the growth of entrepreneurship and developing and expanding high
potential start-ups. The level of high potential start-up companies securing
venture capital investment is an important indicator of future growth and a pointer
to the potential success of early stage companies supported by Enterprise Ireland. 

1175 million injection of liquidity
into venture capital market

Enterprise Ireland invested
1175 million in a new round of
venture capital funding in
2006, which will leverage an
estimated further 11 billion for
investment in start-up, early
stage and development stage
businesses.

did you
know?
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5
Driving regional enterprise 

Strong, balanced regional
development and thriving
entrepreneurship in all parts of
Ireland are fundamental to the
country’s economic growth, and
thus a key Enterprise Ireland strategic
objective. We are committed to
creating and growing internationally
competitive businesses in all Irish
regions. 
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Our approach focuses on three key elements: driving

the creation of innovation based start-ups, pro-actively

developing existing clients in all regions, and facilitating

entrepreneurship and the enterprise environment in

local and rural communities. Our commitment to

balanced regional development was underscored in

2006 by the investments we made to client companies.

A total of 70.9 per cent of all Enterprise Ireland

company-related funding was approved to regionally

located clients. Also this year some 81 per cent of the

investment channelled through our Productivity

Improvement Fund was assigned to companies based

throughout the regions of Ireland. In addition, of

the 76 high potential start-ups we supported in 2006,

41 were located in regional areas, and for the first time

in a number of years this figure exceeded the figure

created within the Dublin area. We also assisted

economic development within the regions through the

structure of our financial supports, which, as with

venture capital funds, have specific regional mandates. 

Encouraging and supporting start-ups
Working closely with local industry and research

institutions, Enterprise Ireland continued to stimulate

and support start-up businesses across all regions in

2006. Our series of First Step seminars, delivered at

venues throughout the country, provided over 400

potential entrepreneurs with enterprise support,

training, an explanation of funding options, and also

introduced them to the follow-on EnterpriseSTART

programme. EnterpriseSTART is aimed at Irish

entrepreneurs who wish to start a technology or

knowledge-intensive business with export potential. The

programme is delivered by people with specific

experience of starting a successful business. Participants

are exposed to the full range of expertise, knowledge

and connections that Enterprise Ireland will make

available if they go on to start-up phase. The

programme is based on real market place perspectives,

and gives Irish entrepreneurs an excellent foundation on

which to create sustainable and competitive enterprises.

Over 170 potential entrepreneurs took part in 14

EnterpriseSTART programmes organised during the year.

The participation rate underlines the demand for this

entrepreneur prospecting programme, which is

supported by FÁS. As a result of the programme six

high potential start-up companies were identified and

seven were referred on to county enterprise boards.

Other support for start-up, early-stage and

developing entrepreneurs included the Business Angels

Partnership, formed in conjunction with the Irish

Business Innovation Centres and InterTradeIreland. This

programme matches private investors with pre-screened

investment opportunities and since its launch has

become an important element of the enterprise support

network. This year 84 participants on the regional

Enterprise Platform Programmes were financially

supported by Enterprise Ireland in developing their

innovative technologies into commercially viable

businesses.

Entrepreneurship in the regions
Promoting entrepreneurship and facilitating the key

infrastructural needs of regional Irish businesses is vital

to ensuring a vigorous pipeline of new business leaders,

new business ideas and entrepreneurial activity.

Throughout the year Enterprise Ireland continued to be

deeply involved in this work throughout the country.

Enterprise support networks Building the

necessary environment and infrastructure to facilitate

entrepreneurship in all regions of Ireland is a key part of

the Enterprise Ireland strategy. Our work at a regional

and local level in 2006 therefore focused on creating

strong enterprise support networks and driving forward

a shared vision for enterprise development. In doing

so we worked in partnership and cooperation with

some 220 organisations throughout the country,

including business innovation centres, county and city

enterprise boards, regional assemblies, business

incubation centres, regional and local authorities, third-

level institutions, chambers of commerce and task

forces. Working with these organisations helped us to

Driving regional enterprise 
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Cavan-based Foamalite investment
drives international exports

Co Cavan based Foamalite,
2006 winner of the IEA’s
Emerging Markets Exporter
Award, is scaling up for further
growth with an 111 million
investment, supported by
Enterprise Ireland.

Christine Reilly, Joint Managing Director

profiling
success

Foamalite is hailed as a prime example of a regionally-based company competitively
manufacturing innovative high-value products for the export market. The family-
owned company is now facing a period of sustained growth due to previous
success in establishing a steady export market. The Loch Gowna company,
exporting to more than 20 different countries, manufactures various extruded PVC
foam sheets for customers in areas such as signage, advertising, construction,
exhibitions and screen printing. Foamalite sells 95 per cent of its output overseas
via a network of distributors in Britain, France, Germany, Spain and several other
countries. The company also has markets in the US, Turkey, Russia and Poland and is
planning further expansion in Europe. The 111 million investment announced in

November 2006 is enabling a significant scaling up of the company’s production
capacity in Loch Gowna, with a new 3,200sq m purpose-built factory due to

have its first product off the line in summer 2007. The investment includes
the development of a dedicated R&D facility and the creation of 26 new

jobs, including five high-value R&D roles, over the next three years.
Having grown in recent years to become a scaling client,
Foamalite will be working closely with Enterprise Ireland to

focus on fast-tracking further expansion and growth in
overseas markets. Managing Director Christine Reilly, who

established Foamalite in 1997 with her husband John, says this
means the emphasis over the next few years will be on diversifying

and expanding product lines, and investing heavily in R&D. “To
achieve our goals, we needed to invest heavily in a new plant,

machinery, R&D and people,” says Reilly. “The time was right for
committing to further growth. We have grown turnover year on year since our
inception, and would be very confident that we’ll meet all numbers and targets for
growth over the next three years. “The success of Foamalite did not happen
overnight. Although we have achieved a lot in a short time it took a lot of hard
work to get here, including a very skilled and dedicated local workforce. “We are
proud that as an indigenous company we continue to manufacture an excellent
quality product that competes internationally.”

www.foamalite.ie

John and Christine Reilly with the Sales, Production and Administration Teams
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ensure that the current and future entrepreneurial,

environmental and infrastructural needs of key sectors

were identified and supported. 

Community enterprise centres This year we

approved support of over 17 million under the

Community Enterprise Scheme. The scheme provides

infrastructural facilities in areas previously under-

represented in start-up business activity. This is a

community-led initiative between local communities and

the State, with the objective of enhancing the

development of an enterprise climate. (See page 54)

Technology incubators Technology incubators are

essential complements to public investment in scientific

research in Ireland. They provide vital transitional

spaces between the research and business worlds and

create environments where the commercial potential of

third-level R&D can be maximised. The incubators in

third-level institutions throughout Ireland generate

seedbeds of innovative knowledge with the potential to

create start-ups that can grow rapidly. To date,

Enterprise Ireland has invested over 146 million in

business incubation activity. This covers 25 incubation

centres, 16 of which are based in institutes of

technology, three in universities and six bio-incubation

facilities on university campuses. 

Female entrepreneurship Other examples of

support for entrepreneurship in the regions in 2006

included a conference, organised in partnership with

Dundalk Institute of Technology, providing a

comprehensive overview of the best thinking and

practice in promoting female entrepreneurship. The

initiative brought together a panel of leading

international experts, stimulated debate and shared best

practice from other countries. At the conference an

Enterprise Ireland-sponsored Entrepreneurship Case

Study Pack was launched to support the teaching and

awareness-raising of entrepreneurship in the Irish third-

level education sector. Developed with significant input

from the sector, the resource was distributed to over

300 lecturers and teaching staff in more than 70

colleges and institutions in Ireland.

Webworks Ireland’s infrastructural support for

start-up and expanding companies was enhanced this

year with the opening of a technologically superior

centre for companies in the Internationally Traded

Services sector. Minister Micheál Martin officially

launched the first Enterprise Ireland Webworks in Cork

in July. Webworks is a lifecycle office facility designed to

aid rapid company growth by facilitating mutually

beneficial networking, knowledge sharing and

cooperation between tenant companies.

Driving regional enterprise 
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One of Enterprise Ireland’s high potential start-up class of 2005, Nephin Games
has raised investment worth over 11.75 million since its inception in 2004. 

The unique Nephin technology allows users to play branded mobile phone
games with friends and communities of like minded people. Within each game
Nephin’s patented Community Metrics Platform technology captures customer
intelligence, creating a powerful marketing and communications channel for
brand owners to reach global audiences at an incredibly low cost. The Galway
exporter has recently closed several deals with major content developers,
publishers, entertainment and media companies in the US, including Disney, MTV,
and ESPN. Nephin’s latest game is tied to and marketed with the Warner Bros
hit TV series Nip/Tuck. It has also created Greek Games, a game based around
leading US comedy brand National Lampoon, and the award-winning WKN
Kickboxing for mobile. Games from Nephin are now played on millions of mobile
handsets worldwide. With the right level of capitalisation in place the games
developer is now planning significant further expansion. “We have seen
unprecedented demand worldwide,” says founder and CEO Alan Duggan, “and
recent deals underline our position as a major player in the creation of compelling
social interaction in mobile games.” Duggan says expectations are for Nephin to
have 24 staff within 18 months, up from 12 people currently, and the expansion
plans also include opening an office in the US. “Our main export market is the
States, and being a Galway located Irish company does us a lot of good in terms
of creating goodwill there,” he says. Having assisted Nephin from pre start-up
stage, Enterprise Ireland, through its US-based overseas team, is currently working
with the company to ensure it gets in front of the right potential clients. 

“Enterprise Ireland’s support has been invaluable in getting the business to
where we are today,” says Duggan. “Just having a person on the end of the phone
to answer questions has alone been of significant help.” In developing its
cutting-edge technology for multinational brands and their consumers Nephin
works in close cooperation with device manufacturers such as Nokia,
SonyEricsson, Motorola and Qualcomm, as well as network operators like
Vodafone, Orange, Cingular and Verizon. 

www.nephingames.com

‘Game on’ for Galway-based 
Nephin Games expansion

Facing rapid export growth due
to the success of its innovative
technology, Nephin Games Ltd
develops ‘socially interactive’
mobile phone games from its
base in Galway city.

Alan Duggan, Chief Executive Officer

profiling
success
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Client Employment Performance
by Region 2006                           

Region Total Employment Gains Losses Net Change

Dublin/Mid East 59,330 4,911 -4,089 822

Midlands 8,712 780 -593 187

North East 16,122 1,635 -572 1,063

North West 5,922 637 -471 166

South East 17,346 1,226 -1,318 -92

South West * 22,081 1,512 -2,559 -1,047

West 11,578 1,192 -1,030 162

Total 141,091 11,893 -10,632 1,261

*South West includes overseas natural resource companies in the Mid East.
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A total of 24 community enterprise centre (CEC) projects gained approval under the
scheme, including 14 new-builds and 10 extensions to existing centres. The
approved projects, which will make a significant impact in regional economies,
involve an overall build cost of 126 million. Enterprise Ireland’s Community
Enterprise Centre Scheme is designed to promote community enterprise in areas that
need or want to strengthen enterprise development. It is a community-led
initiative, allowing communities to form a partnership with the State to develop
CECs within and for their local communities. The scheme provides enterprise
space in a supportive environment for fledgling businesses and budding
entrepreneurs in rural and urban locations throughout the country. It is a practical
measure in support of identifying, establishing and developing entrepreneurs and
high potential start-up companies. One of the successful applicants in 2006 was
Carlow Enterprise Centre, which will more than double in size as a result of securing
funding of 1300,000. Already providing space and support for eight companies,
the centre will house a further eight to ten new businesses on completion of its
6,000 sq ft extension. The extended centre will provide suitable and affordable
units ranging from 500 to 1,000 sq feet for entrepreneurs and young companies,
mainly in ICT and services. The centre’s anchor tenant is Carlow County Enterprise
Board, which led the funding application. CEO Michael Kelly says: “The need for this
additional space reflects the increasing local interest in starting a business and the
general growth of the Carlow region, so we are delighted to be among the 24
successful CEC projects this year. All going well we should be up and running by mid
2008.” To date 104 CECs have been built and 32 are currently either under
construction or recently approved. Between them, the centres house approximately
840 businesses which employ over 3,800 people. Six new centres and three
expansions to existing centres were completed in 2006, funded by the Community
Enterprise Centre Scheme in previous years.

Community enterprise centres
receive 17 million funding boost

Enterprise Ireland approved
grants of 17 million for
Community Enterprise Centre
Scheme projects in 2006.

did you
know?

Michael Kelly, Chief Executive Officer, Carlow County
Enterprise BoardCarlow Enterprise Centre
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Community Enterprise Centres

01 Midlands
Athlone 
Longford 
Mountmellick 
Mullingar 
Under Construction
Granard
Portarlington

02 South East
Cappoquin 
Carlow 
Carrick-on-Suir 
Clonmel 
Dunhill (Munsfield) 
Enniscorthy 
Kilkenny (Abbey)
Kilkenny (Info Age) 
Lismore 
Pilltown
Tagoat Yola 
Tallow 
Tipperary 
Waterford 
Wexford  
Under Construction
Dungarvan

03 South West
Allihes
Killarney 
Knockgriffin Midleton 
Macroom 
Mitchelstown (Ballyhoura Dev.) 
Under Construction
Youghal

04 West
Arigna 
Ballina 
Ballinasloe (BACD) 
Ballyhaunis 
Brickens 
Castlebar
Claremorris (Clar IRD) 
Clonberne
Dunmore 
Foxford  
Galway (Eastside) S.C.C.U.L. 
Galway (Westside) Fionnt Teo
Killala
Kiltimagh 
Tuam (Phase 1) 
Under Construction
Ballaghderreen
Boyle Roscommon
Castlerea
Crossmolina
Letterfrack
Roscommon

05 Mid East
Allenwood 
Arklow
Athy
Clane 
Kells
Navan 
Trim 
Wicklow 

06 Dublin
Avonbeg
Balbriggan 
Ballymun 
BASE (Blanchardstown)
Bawnogue 
Clondalkin (Neilstown) 
Coolock 
Darndale 
Dun Laoghaire 
Fingal Development Group 
Get Tallaght Working (Bolbrook) 
Get Tallaght Working
(Brookfield) 
Killinarden 
Liberty Corner 
Nutgrove (Phase 1) 
St. Kierans Enterprise Centre 
St. Pauls (SPADE) 
Stepping Stone (Clondalkin) 
Terenure Enterprise Centre 
The Bolton Trust 

07 North East
Ardee 
Baileborough 
Ballybay 
Castleblaney – Dundalk Road
Cavan (Killigarry) 
Cavan Inn & Tech Centre 
Cootehill
Drogheda
Dundalk 
Emyvale
Food Centre Castleblaney 
Killeshandra 
Kingscourt 
Louth Egish Food Park 
Monaghan – Mtec
Knocklaconny 
Under Construction
Carrickmacross
Cavan

08 North West
Ballinamore 
Ballinamore & Ballyconnell 
Ballymote
Ballyshannon – Erne Enterprise
Centre
Ballyshannon IT Centre
Carrick-on-Shannon Leitrim Ent.
Fund 
Carrick-on-Shannon MRD  
Convoy 
Drumkeerin 
Drumshanbo 
Easkey
Letterkenny 
Lifford 
Lough Allen - Drumshanbo 
Mohill 
Moville (Inishowen)
Sligo 
Taughboyne  
Under Construction
Carndonagh Donegal
Coollooney
Donegal Town
Glenties

09 Mid West
Bruree
Ennistymon+B82
Ferbane 
Limerick, Roxoboro Rd.
Under Construction
Kantoher
Kilcormac
Kilkee
Rearcross
Southill

Funded under the Enterprise Ireland Community Enterprise Centre Scheme

01 MIDLANDS

04 WEST

05 MID EAST

06 DUBLIN

07 NORTH EAST

08 NORTH WEST

09 MID WEST

02 SOUTH EAST

03 SOUTH WEST
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Membership of the Board and Committees
as at 1 March 2007

Enterprise Ireland Board

Patrick J Molloy (Chairman)
Company Director

Brian Kearney
Past President Engineers Ireland

Kieran McGowan
Company Director

Lorraine Benson
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment

Margaret Daly
Environmental Consultant

John Connolly
Head of Marketing 
SWS Group
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The Board is responsible for setting the broad
strategy and policies of the organisation. It is
responsible for the system of internal financial
control and for putting in place processes and
procedures for the purpose of ensuring that the
system is effective. The Board also has oversight
responsibility for the activities of the organisation.
It delegates to management and sub-committees
the responsibility for their implementation.

The Board has statutory authority to approve
funding up to the levels set out in the Industrial
Development Act 1986, as amended, and the
Science and Technology Act 1987 and to make
recommendations to Government on funding
support above these levels. The Enterprise Ireland
Board and its relevant committees have the
authority to purchase shares (ordinary and
preference) in client companies. Under the
terms of the Industrial Development (Enterprise
Ireland) Act 1998, all functions and powers are
reserved to the Board, save those that the Board
formally delegates. All powers so delegated are set
down and are formally approved by the Board.

In its own activities and in its use of sub-
committees, the Board operates towards best
private sector corporate governance principles.

In accordance with the Ethics in Public Office
Act, 1995 and 2001, and the Code of Practice for
the Governance of State Bodies, Board members
are required to provide a Statement of Interest to
the Standards in Public Office Commission and to
the Secretary. Enterprise Ireland fully complies with
Government policy on the pay of Chief Executives
and State Body employees and with Government
guidelines on the payment of fees to Board
members. Board members are appointed by
the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment,
with the consent of the Minister for Finance. Each
year, on the anniversary of the Establishment Day,
the two members (other than the Chairman and
Chief Executive) that have been longest in office
since their last appointment, retire from office.
New Board members, on their appointment, are
provided with extensive briefing on the agency
and its operations. The appointment and
removal of the Secretary to the Board is a matter
for the Board. All Board members have access to
the Secretary, who is responsible for ensuring that
Board procedures are complied with.

Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry O’Malley
Managing Director
O’Malley InterSearch and TRIL Recruitment

Heather Ann McSharry
General Manager
Reckitt Benckiser Healthcare (Ireland) Ltd

Veronica Perdisatt
Company Director

The following members of the Board retired 
from office in 2006/2007: Elaine Farrell, Executive
Secretary, Irish Farmers Association and 
Gus Fitzpatrick, Company Director. There are two
vacancies on the Board of Enterprise Ireland.
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Membership of the Board and Committees (continued)
as at 1 March 2007

Audit Committee
The Audit Committee assists the organisation in discharging its legal and accounting responsibilities. It provides the
communication link with the external Auditor and evaluates and co-ordinates the Internal Audit function.

The following member retired from the Audit Committee in 2006/2007: Gus Fitzpatrick, Company Director.

Kieran McGowan (Chairman)
Company Director

Heather Ann McSharry
General Manager
Reckitt Benckiser Healthcare
(Ireland) Ltd

Vacancy Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the Audit
Committee

Investment Portfolio Review Committee
The Investment Portfolio Review Committee has responsibility for overseeing the management of Enterprise Ireland’s
investment portfolio.

Brian Kearney (Chairman)
Past President Engineers Ireland

John Connolly
Head of Marketing
SWS Group

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Frank Ryan
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied Research
and Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the Investment
Portfolio Review Committee

Remuneration Committee
The Remuneration Committee reviews the performance and remuneration of the Chief Executive Officer and the senior
management team within the context of Government guidelines.

Patrick J Molloy (Chairman)
Company Director

Veronica Perdisatt
Company Director

Gerry O’Malley
Managing Director
O’Malley InterSearch and
TRIL Recruitment

Mary Gallagher
Secretary to the
Remuneration Committee
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Membership of the Board and Committees (continued)
as at 1 March 2007

Business Committee
Frank Ryan (Chairman)
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Jennifer Condon
Divisional Manager
Software, Services and Emerging
Sectors
Enterprise Ireland

Alan Dixon
Divisional Manager
Industrial and Lifesciences
Markets
Enterprise Ireland

Mike Feeney
Executive Director
Food and Retail Consumer
Markets
Enterprise Ireland

Brendan Finucane
Executive Director
Technology, Automation and
Productivity
Enterprise Ireland

Brendan Flood
Divisional Manager
Regions and Entrepreneurship
Enterprise Ireland

Patricia McLister
Divisional Manager
SME Scaling Division
Enterprise Ireland

Pat Maher
Executive Director
Client Management
Development
and Mentoring
Enterprise Ireland

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied Research
and Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Murphy
Executive Director
International Sales and
Partnering
Enterprise Ireland

Kevin Sherry
Divisional Manager
High Potential Start-ups Division
Enterprise Ireland

Julie Sinnamon
Divisional Manager
Corporate Development and
Human Resources
Enterprise Ireland

Investment Committee
The Investment Committee is empowered to approve funding packages up to 51.25 million, for projects where previous
approvals funding does not exceed 53.25 million within the previous 2 years.

The following members retired from the Investment Committee during 2006/2007: Kieran Grace, Principal Officer, Department of Enterprise,
Trade and Employment and John Dillon, Shannon Development.

Frank Ryan (Chairman)
Chief Executive Officer
Enterprise Ireland

Marian Byrne
Principal Officer
Department of Agriculture and
Food

Clare Dunne
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment

Mike Feeney
Executive Director
Food and Retail Consumer
Markets
Enterprise Ireland

Brendan Finucane
Executive Director
Technology, Automation and
Productivity
Enterprise Ireland

Sean Higgins
Divisional Manager
Investment Services
Enterprise Ireland

Pat Maher
Executive Director
Client Management
Development
and Mentoring
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Feargal Ó Móráin
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied Research
and Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Murphy
Executive Director
International Sales and
Partnering
Enterprise Ireland

Ruth Lacey
Secretary to the Investment
Committee
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Membership of the Board and Committees (continued)
as at 1 March 2007

RTI Committee
The RTI Committee approves research and development grants for in-company research in accordance with the terms approved
by the Minister with responsibility for the administration of the initiative, which was established by the Office of Science and
Technology at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment.

The following members retired from the RTI Committee during 2006/2007: Bernadette Cullinan, Consultant; Gerry Fitzmaurice, Manager,
Innovation Centre, Shannon Development; Bob Keane, Office of Science and Technology, Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment. 

Feargal Ó Móráin (Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, Applied Research
and Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Dr. Pamela Byrne
Agricultural Inspector
Department of Agriculture and
Food

Maura Carolan
R&D/Technical Director
Green Isle Foods

Enda Connolly
Manager
ESR and Personnel
IDA Ireland

Dr. Brendan Finucane
Executive Director
Technology, Automation and
Productivity
Enterprise Ireland

Denis Hayes
Technical Manager
Bulmers Ltd (Showerings)

Paul Brennan
Office of Science and
Technology
Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment

Dr. Enda Kenny
Director
Metaphase Medical Technologies

Prof. Charles McCorkell
Faculty of Engineering and
Computing
Dublin City University

Brian McCoy
Consultant

Sean McManus
Udarás Na Gaeltachta

Aidan O’Connor
Managing Director
Cavan MacLellan

Kevin Sherry
Divisional Manager
High Potential Start-ups Division
Enterprise Ireland

Jennifer Malone
Secretary to the RTI Committee

Seed and Venture Capital Committee
Enterprise Ireland launched the Seed and Venture Capital Scheme 2007-2012 in mid-2006. The objectives of the scheme are to:
further develop the Irish venture capital sector; provide risk capital to SMEs in the seed, start-up and development stages;
leverage private and institutional investment; and develop commercially viable funds. The funding commitment is up to 5175
million in commercially focused, private sector venture capital funds. Funding can be up to a maximum of 50% in any venture
capital fund. The scheme is a competitive one.

The following member retired from the Seed and Venture Capital Committee in 2006/2007: Kieran Grace, Principal Officer, Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Employment. 

Feargal Ó Móráin (Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy, 
Applied Research and
Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Marie Bourke
Manager
Long Term Planning, Tax and
Finance
Forfás

Clare Dunne
Principal Officer
Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment

Sean Higgins
Divisional Manager
Investment Services
Enterprise Ireland

Des Keane
Consultant

Kevin Keating
Corporate Director
Goodbody Stockbrokers

Denis Marnane
Department Manager
Seed and Venture Capital
Department
Enterprise Ireland

Gerry Moloney
Consultant

Ruth Lacey
Secretary to the Seed and
Venture Capital Committee
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Membership of the Board and Committees (continued)
as at 1 March 2007

The Industrial Research and Commercialisation Committee
The Industrial Research and Commercialisation Committee approves funding of up to 51.25 million for Applied Research and
Commercialisation involving the universities and institutes of technology, collaborative research, industry led networks etc. It
focuses on projects which are either industry led or have potential to lead directly to a commercial outcome in Ireland.

The following members of the Industrial Research and Commercialisation Committee retired during 2006/2007: Gerry Carroll, Head of
Development, Dundalk Institute of Technology; Dr. Colum Dunne, Director Research and Development, Glanbia Innovation Centre; Bob Keane,
Office of Science and Technology, Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment; Prof. Mark Keane, Director General, Science Foundation
Ireland; Dr. Mary Martin, Chief Operating Officer, AGI Therapeutics Research Ltd. 

Feargal Ó Móráin (Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy,
Applied Research and
Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Enda Connolly
Manager
Research Skills and
Manufacturing Division
IDA Ireland

Prof. Padraig Cunningham
Associate Professor
Department of Computer
Science
Trinity College

Dr. Declan Gilheany
Senior Lecturer in Organic
Chemistry
School of Chemistry and
Chemical Biology
Science Research Centre
University College Dublin

Prof. Kieran Hodnett
Materials and Surface Science
Institute
University of Limerick

Paul Brennan
Office of Science and
Technology
Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment

Helen Keelan
Strategic Development Manager
Intel Ireland Ltd

Patrick Lawlor
Director of Product Development
Magna Donnelly International Inc.

John Lohan
Head of Research Development
Office
Galway Institute of Technology

Dr. Martin Lyes
Divisional Manager
Technology, Automation and
Productivity
Enterprise Ireland

Dr. Eucharia Meehan
Head of Research Programmes
Higher Education Authority

Prof. Richard O’Kennedy
Professor of Biological Sciences
Director of the Applied
Biochemistry Group
School of Biotechnology and
National Centre for Sensor
Research
Dublin City University

Dr. Paul Phelan
Consultant

Dr. Tony Smith
Senior Inspector 
Department of Agriculture and
Food

In Attendance:

Alice Morgan
Manager
Knowledge, Enterprise and
Infrastructure
Shannon Development

Zoë Deane
Secretary to the Industrial
Research and Commercialisation
Committee

Productivity Improvement Fund Approvals Committee
This Committee approves capital, technology acquisition and training grants up to a maximum of 5200,000 and a maximum of
5150,000 towards training. The Fund is designed to assist Enterprise Ireland and Shannon Development SME clients to achieve
greater competitiveness by improving their productivity, in accordance with the terms approved by the Minister with responsibility
for the administration of the initiative, which was established by the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment.

Feargal Ó Móráin (Chairman)
Executive Director
Corporate and Investment
Services, Policy,
Applied Research and
Commercialisation
Enterprise Ireland

Jennifer Condon
Divisional Manager
Software, Services and Emerging
Sectors
Enterprise Ireland

Declan Coppinger
Assistant Principal Officer
Department of Agriculture and
Food

Alan Dixon
Divisional Manager
Industrial and Lifesciences
Markets
Enterprise Ireland

Prof. Michael D Gilchrist
Department of Mechanical
Engineering
University College Dublin

Sean Higgins
Divisional Manager
Investment Services
Enterprise Ireland

Tara McCarthy
Bord Bía

David Moffitt
Company Director

David Small
Higher Executive Officer
Department of Enterprise, Trade
and Employment

Neil O’Sullivan
Manager Irish Enterprise
Shannon Development

Brian Ranalow
Company Chairman

Martina Dignam
Secretary to the Productivity
Improvement Fund Approvals
Committee
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Organisation Structure
as at 31 December 2006
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Chief Executive Officer Frank Ryan
Press & Public Relations Paschal McGuire

Corporate Development & Human Resources
Manager Julie Sinnamon
Human Resources Brendan Martin
Superannuation Paddy Goggin
Organisation Development Tom Kelledy

Jim Maguire
Trade Promotion & Event Mgmt Kevin Neligan
Corporate Marketing (acting) David Byrne

Corporate Services, Investment Services & Policy
Executive Director Feargal Ó Móráin
Manager Corporate Services Paddy Hopkins
Finance Leonard Carty
Information Technology Deirdre McDonough
Grant Administration Gerry McMahon
Client Service Nick Mernagh
Internal Administration Pat Clarke

Manager Investment Services Sean Higgins
Equity Orla Tarbett
Seed & Venture Capital Funds Denis Marnane
Commercial Evaluation Willie O’Brien

Secretary & Corp. Governance Mary Gallagher
Policy Michael Leahy

David Hedigan

Regions & Entrepreneurship
Manager Brendan Flood
Regional Development Hugh O’Rourke
Midlands Pat Byrne
North East Rosemary Sexton
North West Barry Egan
South East Michael McGuire
South West Brian Quinlan
West Seamus Bree
Dublin / Mid East Kevin Kavanagh

High Potential Start-Ups
Manager Kevin Sherry
Industrial & Lifesciences HPSU Dick Lenehan
Campus Companies Michael Brougham
Enterprise & Media Software
& Services HPSU Aidan Stack
Communications, Education
& International Services HPSU Tom Hayes
Food, Consumer & Retail HPSU John O’Dea

Scaling 
Manager Patricia McLister
Scaling Team 1 Tom Kelly
Scaling Team 2 Des Doyle
Innovation Support Services Eddie Commins

Food & Retail Consumer Markets
Executive Director Mike Feeney
Food & Retail Technologies Bernard Keaveney
Consumer Products (acting) Bernard Keaveney
Primary Meats & HRD Derek Breen
Dairy, Drinks Eddie Hughes
Consumer Foods Jim Mulcahy

Software, Services & Emerging Sectors
Manager Jennifer Condon
Enterprise, Govt & Financial Services Greg Treston
Telecoms & Consultancy Services Bill O’Brien
Digital Media, eLearning
& Education Services Michael Cantwell
ICT & Software Technology Michael Hughes
3rd Level Liaison & HRD Seamus Gallen

Industrial & Lifesciences Markets
Manager Alan Dixon
Lifesciences & Chemical Markets
& HRD Niall O’Donnellan
Construction & Timber Markets,
Construction, Lifesciences & Paper,
Print & Packaging Technologies Neil Kerrigan
Engineering Markets Brian Gaffney
Electronics Markets, Electronics/
Engineering Technologies Joe Madden
Print, Packaging & Environment
Services Markets Richard Pollard

Technology, Automation & Productivity
Executive Director Brendan Finucane
Manager Martin Lyes
Environment Policy/
Laboratory Services (acting) Fred McDarby 
Innovative Customer Solutions Michael Moriarty
Shannon Laboratory Jim Clancy
Innovation & Technology Transfer Jim Cuddy
Design & Productivity Development Declan Lyons
Specialist Technology Support Philip Thornton
National Metrology Laboratory Paul Hetherington
Technical Service Provision &
Technology Evaluations John Smith

Applied Research & Commercialisation
Executive Director Feargal Ó Móráin

Programme Director
Biotechnology (EI Bio) Paul Roben
Programme Director
Industrial Technologies Jim Lawler
Programme Director ICT Gearóid Mooney

Manager (acting) Martin Lyes
International Science & Technology Val Hayes
Programme Co-ordination Joe Curtis
Regional Innovation & AUA Liaison Michael White

Client Management Development & Mentoring
Executive Director Pat Maher
Manager Liam O’Donohoe
Client Management Development Sean Faulkner 

Brendan Donnelly
Mentor Programme Charlie Kelly
Client Knowledge Services Lorcan O’Sullivan

International Sales & Partnering
Executive Director Gerry Murphy
International Communications Gerry O’Brien

Northern Europe Stephen Hughes
London Stephen Hughes
Brussels / Amsterdam Charlotte Field
Glasgow Jonathan McMillan
Paris Garry Fallon
Stockholm Richard Murphy

Germany, Central & Eastern 
Europe, Russia and CIS Giles O’Neill
Berlin Angela Byrne
Budapest David Butler
Dusseldorf Angela Byrne
Moscow Mike Hogan
Prague Ladislav Müller
Vienna Johannes Brechmann
Warsaw Karen Cohalan

Southern Europe, 
Middle East & Africa Conor Fahy
Dubai Jim Mongey
Madrid John McNamara
Milan Leo McAdams
Riyadh Ikram Ur-Rehman

Asia Michael Garvey
Beijing/Shanghai/Guangzhou Alan Buckley
Hong Kong Patrick Yau
Kuala Lumpur Terry McParland
New Delhi Gabriel McCarrick
Seoul Dianne Rhee
Shanghai Renee Wu
Singapore KB Lim
Sydney Paul Burfield 
Tokyo Anne Lanigan

Americas Marina Donohoe
Boston Sean McEllin
New York Tom Cusack
Palo Alto / Los Angeles Diane Roberts
Sao Paulo Renate Buzon
Toronto Nick Marmion
Washington Paul Maguire
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Enterprise Ireland is a body corporate established
by the Industrial Development (Enterprise Ireland)
Act 1998. As a statutory body, it is endowed with
a separate legal personality and perpetual
succession. It also has the capacity to own
property, make contracts, sue and be sued in its
corporate name. The members of the Board of
Enterprise Ireland constitute the members of the
agency.

The agency operates in accordance with the
provisions of the Industrial Development Acts
1986–2003 and under the aegis of the Minister for
Enterprise, Trade and Employment who is
empowered to provide funds to the agency to
enable it to discharge its obligations; to issue
general policy directives; and to seek information
on the agency’s activities.

In addition to its own governing legislation, the
agency is also required to comply with a range of
other statutory (National and EU) and
administrative requirements. In particular, it has
put in place procedures to ensure compliance with
the following specific requirements:

Code of Practice for the Governance of 
State Bodies
Enterprise Ireland has put in place procedures to
ensure that it fully complies with this Code of
Practice.

Guidelines for the Appraisal and
Management of Capital Expenditure
Proposals
Enterprise Ireland has well-established, robust
procedures for the appraisal and management of
capital expenditure projects arising under its capital
grants programmes. These procedures comply with
the principles set out in the guidelines.

Freedom of Information Acts, 1997 & 2003
Regulations were signed into law on 30th March
2001, providing for the extension of the Freedom
of Information Act (FOI) to Enterprise Ireland. This
Act provides a legal right to individuals to obtain
access to information held by public bodies, to the
greatest extent possible, consistent with the public
interest and the right to privacy. However, the Act
provides strong protections for individuals or
companies who supply information to Enterprise
Ireland that is confidential, commercially sensitive
or personal. Such information cannot be released
under FOI without those who supplied the
information being consulted. There is also a right
of appeal to the Information Commissioner, who is
an independent authority for FOI matters. Further
information on the implementation of FOI at
Enterprise Ireland is available from the Government
Relations and FOI Office, Enterprise Ireland,
Glasnevin, Dublin 9 and is also available on our
website at www.enterprise-ireland.com.

Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act 2005
In accordance with the Safety, Health and Welfare
at Work Act 2005, Enterprise Ireland has put in
place procedures to comply with the provisions of
the Act and has prepared a safety statement that
encompasses all of the aspects affecting staff and
visitor welfare.

Worker Participation (State Enterprise) Act,
1988
Enterprise Ireland is not a designated body for the
purposes of the Act. However, Enterprise Ireland
has put consultative processes in place involving
the Trade Unions representing staff.

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997
Enterprise Ireland comes under the remit of the
Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997, which
came into effect on 2nd January 1998, and the
European Communities (Late Payment in
Commercial Transactions) Regulations 2002, which
came into effect on 7th August 2002. It is the
policy of Enterprise Ireland to ensure that all
invoices are paid promptly. Specific provisions are
in place to enable all invoices to be tracked and to
ensure that payments are made before their due
date for interest and charges purposes. Invoices are
logged daily and weekly payment runs are carried
out to ensure prompt payment. These controls are
designed to provide reasonable, though not
absolute assurance against non-compliance with
the Act and Regulations.

Enterprise Ireland enters into written contracts in a
number of areas. The payment period applicable
for these contracts ranges from 1 to 14 days.

During 2006 there were no late payments.

Ethics in Public Office Act, 1995
Enterprise Ireland was brought within the scope of
the Ethics in Public Office (Prescribed Public Bodies,
Designated Directorships of Public Bodies and
Designated Positions in Public Bodies) Regulations
2004 (S.I. No 699 of 2004) with effect from 1st
January 2005 and has put in place procedures to
comply with the Act.

Data Protection Acts, 1988 and 2003
Enterprise Ireland is registered as a data controller
under the Data Protection Acts. Data protection is
concerned with the protection of the individual’s
fundamental right to privacy and to exercise
control over how personal information is used.
Applications in relation to personal information
may be made under either the Freedom of
Information Acts or under the Data Protection
Acts. Further information is available from the
Government Relations and FOI Office, Enterprise
Ireland, Glasnevin, Dublin 9.

Employment Equality Acts, 1998 and 2004 
Enterprise Ireland is committed to a policy of equal
opportunity and adopts a positive approach to
equality in the organisation. Enterprise Ireland
operates a number of schemes that provide staff
with options in relation to meeting their career and
personal needs, such as job sharing, study leave,
educational programmes and career breaks.

Commission of the European Union 
In 2006, Enterprise Ireland administered a range of
programmes which are eligible for co-funding by
EU Structural Funds under the Productive Sector
Operational Programme, Employment and Human
Resource Development Operational Programme,
and the two Regional Operational Programmes for
the Southern and Eastern and BMW regions.

Official Languages Act 2003
Enterprise Ireland comes under the remit of the
Official Languages Act 2003 which was signed into
law on 14th July 2003 to provide a statutory
framework for the delivery of services through the
Irish language. In accordance with Section 10 of
the Act, this Annual Report is published
simultaneously in Irish and English.

Environmental Policy Statement
Enterprise Ireland's activities impact on the
environment in two main ways:
Running the organisation: Through an
Environmental Management programme,
Enterprise Ireland manages the environmental
impacts relevant to its activities. By the
establishment and review of environmental
objectives and targets, Enterprise Ireland aims to
continuously improve its environmental
performance in areas of its activities which are
appropriate and economically viable. The Enterprise
Ireland Environmental Policy is available to
interested parties on request.

Supporting Irish Business: Enterprise Ireland is pro-
active in stimulating high environmental standards
among client companies.

Disclosure Policy on Payments and
Investments
It is Enterprise Ireland’s policy to make information
available on Financial Support payments that have
been made to client companies. A supplement to
this Report, listing all such payments made by
Enterprise Ireland in 2006, is available on request.
A schedule of investments at cost as at 31st
December 2006 showing individual amounts in
excess of 10.635 million is disclosed in Appendix 1
attached to the Financial Statements.

Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer

Corporate Governance
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Financial Statements
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I have audited the financial statements of
Enterprise Ireland for the year ended 31 December
2006 under Section 22 of the Industrial
Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act, 1998.

The financial statements, which have been prepared
under the accounting policies set out therein,
comprise the Accounting Policies, the Income and
Expenditure Account, the Balance Sheet, the Cash
Flow Statement and the related notes.

Respective Responsibilities of the Board and
the Comptroller and Auditor General 
Enterprise Ireland is responsible for preparing the
financial statements in accordance with the
Industrial Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act,
1998, and for ensuring the regularity of
transactions. Enterprise Ireland prepares the
financial statements in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland. The
accounting responsibilities of the Members of the
Board are set out in the Statement of Board
Members’ Responsibilities. 

My responsibility is to audit the financial
statements in accordance with relevant legal and
regulatory requirements and International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland).

I report my opinion as to whether the financial
statements give a true and fair view, in accordance
with Generally Accepted Accounting Practice in
Ireland. I also report whether in my opinion proper
books of account have been kept. In addition, I
state whether the financial statements are in
agreement with the books of account.

I report any material instance where moneys have
not been applied for the purposes intended or
where the transactions do not conform to the
authorities governing them.

I also report if I have not obtained all the
information and explanations necessary for the
purposes of my audit.

I review whether the Statement on Internal
Financial Control reflects Enterprise Ireland’s
compliance with the Code of Practice for the
Governance of State Bodies and report any
material instance where it does not do so, or if the
statement is misleading or inconsistent with other
information of which I am aware from my audit of
the financial statements. I am not required to
consider whether the Statement on Internal
Financial Control covers all financial risks and
controls, or to form an opinion on the
effectiveness of the risk and control procedures.

I read other information contained in the Annual
Report, and consider whether it is consistent with
the audited financial statements. I consider the
implications for my report if I become aware of any
apparent misstatements or material inconsistencies
with the financial statements.

Basis of Audit Opinion 
In the exercise of my function as Comptroller and
Auditor General, I conducted my audit of the
financial statements in accordance with
International Standards on Auditing (UK and
Ireland) issued by the Auditing Practices Board and
by reference to the special considerations which
attach to State bodies in relation to their
management and operation.  An audit includes
examination, on a test basis, of evidence relevant
to the amounts and disclosures and regularity of
the financial transactions included in the financial
statements.  It also includes an assessment of the
significant estimates and judgments made in the
preparation of the financial statements, and of
whether the accounting policies are appropriate to
Enterprise Ireland’s circumstances, consistently
applied and adequately disclosed.

I planned and performed my audit so as to obtain
all the information and explanations that I
considered necessary in order to provide me with
sufficient evidence to give reasonable assurance
that the financial statements are free from material
misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other
irregularity or error. In forming my opinion I also
evaluated the overall adequacy of the presentation
of information in the financial statements.

Opinion 
In my opinion, the financial statements give a true
and fair view, in accordance with Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice in Ireland, of the
state of Enterprise Ireland’s affairs at 31 December
2006 and of its income and expenditure for the
year then ended.

In my opinion, proper books of account have been
kept by Enterprise Ireland. The financial statements
are in agreement with the books of account.

John Purcell
Comptroller and Auditor General
11 June 2007

Report of the Comptroller and Auditor General for
presentation to the Houses of the Oireachtas
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Board Members’ Responsibilities

Financial Statements
Section 22 of the Industrial Development
(Enterprise Ireland) Act, 1998, requires Enterprise
Ireland to keep, in such form as may be approved
of by the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment with the consent of the Minister for
Finance, all proper and usual accounts of money
received and expended by it.

In preparing those financial statements, Enterprise
Ireland is required to:

• Select suitable accounting policies and apply
them consistently

• Make judgements and estimates that are
reasonable and prudent

• Prepare the financial statements on the going
concern basis unless it is inappropriate to
presume that it will continue in operation

• State whether applicable accounting standards
have been followed, subject to any material
departures disclosed and explained in the
financial statements

The Board is responsible for keeping proper books
of account which disclose, with reasonable
accuracy at any time, its financial position and
which enables it to ensure that the financial
statements comply with Section 22 of the
Industrial Development (Enterprise Ireland) 
Act, 1998.

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman

Prompt Payment of Accounts Act, 1997
The Board has overall responsibility for the
organisation’s compliance with the Prompt
Payment of Accounts Act, 1997, which came into
effect on 2 January 1998, and the European
Communities (Late Payment in Commercial
Transactions) Regulations 2002, which came into
effect on 7 August 2002. The Board has delegated
this responsibility to management.

The system of internal control incorporates such
controls and procedures that are considered
necessary to ensure compliance with the Act. The
organisation’s system of internal control includes
accounting and computer controls designed to
ensure the identification of invoices and contracts
for payment within the prescribed payment dates
as defined by the Act. These controls are designed
to provide reasonable, though not absolute,
assurance against non-compliance with the Act.

The Board is satisfied that Enterprise Ireland
complied with the provisions of the Act in all
material respects.

Frank Ryan, Chief Executive Officer

Board Members’ Report
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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On behalf of the Board Members of Enterprise
Ireland, I acknowledge our responsibility for the
system of internal financial control in the agency
and for putting in place processes and procedures
for the purpose of ensuring that the system is
effective.

The system can provide only reasonable and not
absolute assurance that assets are safeguarded,
transactions authorised and properly recorded, and
that material errors or irregularities are either
prevented or would be detected in a timely period.

The Board has taken steps to ensure an
appropriate control environment is in 
place by: 

• Establishing formal procedures through various
committee functions to monitor the activities
and safeguard the assets of the organisation

• Clearly defining and documenting management
responsibilities and powers 

• Developing a strong culture of accountability
across all levels of the organisation 

The Board has also established processes to
identify and evaluate business risks. This is
achieved in a number of ways including:
• Identifying the nature, extent and financial

implications of risks facing Enterprise Ireland 
• Assessing the likelihood of identified risks

occurring
• Assessing Enterprise Ireland’s ability to manage

and mitigate the risks that do occur
• Working closely with Government and various

agencies and institutions to ensure that there is a
clear understanding of Enterprise Ireland’s goals
and support for the Agency’s strategies to
achieve those goals

• Carrying out regular reviews of strategic plans
both short and long term and evaluating the
risks to bringing those plans to fruition

• Setting annual and longer term targets for each
area of our business followed by the regular
reporting on the results achieved  

• Establishing and enforcing extensive standard
procedures and provisions under which financial
assistance may be made available to projects,
including provisions requiring repayment if the
project does not fulfil commitments made by the
promoter

• Establishing procedures to ensure that the
schemes and programmes administered by
Enterprise Ireland are in accordance with the
legislation governing their operation and that
appropriate risk management systems are in
place

The system of internal financial control is
based on a framework of regular
management information, administrative
procedures including segregation of duties,
and a system of delegation and
accountability. In particular it includes: 
• A comprehensive budgeting system with an

annual budget which is reviewed and agreed by
the Board Members

• Regular reviews by the Board Members of
periodic and annual financial reports which
indicate financial performance against forecasts

• Setting targets to measure financial and other
performances

• Clearly defined capital investment control
guidelines

• Formal project management disciplines

Enterprise Ireland has an internal audit
department, currently staffed by a team made up
of resources outsourced from a firm of
accountants together with an experienced
Enterprise Ireland manager. This department
operates in accordance with the Internal Audit
Charter approved by the Audit Committee of the
Board. This committee meets on a quarterly basis
to review reports prepared by Internal Audit and
other departments. The Audit Committee reports
regularly to the Board in relation to the matters
that it has considered.  

The internal audit function operates in accordance
with the Framework Code of Best Practice set out
in the Code of Practice on the Governance of State
Bodies. A rolling three-year Internal Audit Strategic
Audit Plan is approved by the Audit Committee
and revised annually where required. The current
work plan takes account of areas of potential risk
identified in a risk assessment exercise carried out
with management at the start of the current
planning cycle. The Internal Auditor provides the
Committee with quarterly reports on assignments
carried out. These reports highlight deficiencies or
weaknesses, if any, in the system of internal
financial control and the recommended corrective
measures to be taken where necessary. The Audit
Committee receives a quarterly management report
on the status of issues raised by the Internal Audit.
Internal Audit reviews this report regularly.

The Board’s monitoring and review of the
effectiveness of the system of internal financial
control is informed by the work of the Internal
Auditor, the Audit Committee which oversees the
work of the Internal Auditor, the executive
managers within Enterprise Ireland who have
responsibility for the development and
maintenance of the financial control framework
and comments made by the Comptroller and
Auditor General in his management letter.

I confirm that, in respect of the year to 31
December 2006, the Board conducted a review of
the system of internal financial controls. 

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy, Chairman

Statement on Internal Financial Control
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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The basis of accounting and significant accounting
policies adopted by Enterprise Ireland are as
follows:

(a) Basis of Accounting
The financial statements have been prepared
under the historical cost convention and in the
form approved by the Minister for Enterprise,
Trade and Employment with the concurrence
of the Minister for Finance under the Industrial
Development (Enterprise Ireland) Act, 1998.  

The financial statements have been prepared
on an accruals basis, except as stated below
and in accordance with Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice. Financial Reporting
Standards recommended by the recognised
accountancy bodies are adopted as they
become applicable.

Income Recognition
The following income categories are on a cash
basis:

• Oireachtas Grants 
• Financial Support Refunds
• Dividends
• Factory Rental Income 
• Proceeds from Sale of Fixed Assets

(b) Superannuation
Legislation requires Forfás to prepare and
administer pension schemes for the granting
of pension entitlements to its staff including
staff seconded to Enterprise Ireland.

In 2006 Enterprise Ireland introduced a
Voluntary Leaving Programme. The lump sums
paid under this scheme (superannuation and
severance) are funded from own resources and
are accounted for in the Income and
Expenditure account in the period in which
they arise.

(c) Leases
Rentals under operating leases are dealt with
in the financial statements as they fall due.

(d) Foreign Currencies
The financial statements are expressed in euro.

Monetary assets and liabilities denominated in
foreign currencies are translated at the
exchange rates ruling at the Balance Sheet
date. Transactions in foreign currencies are
translated at the exchange rates ruling at the
dates of the underlying transactions. The
resulting profits or losses are dealt with in the
Income and Expenditure Account.

(e) Investments
Quoted Investments
Investments listed on a recognised stock
exchange are stated at the lower of cost or net
realisable value. Where the reasons for
previous provisions in respect of diminution in
value have ceased to apply, those provisions
are reversed. The market valuation of the
quoted portfolio is disclosed in Note 15 (c ).

Other Investments
Other investments are stated at the lower of cost
or net realisable value, based on management’s
assessment and a review process using the latest
available audited or management accounts of
the investee companies or other relevant business
information. Where the reasons for previous
provisions in respect of diminution in value have
ceased to apply, those provisions are reversed.
Where management’s assessment of the value of
investments is nil, due to insolvency or otherwise,
these investments have been written off.

Investment in Subsidiary 
Maison D’Irlande SARL is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Enterprise Ireland established to
manage the lease of the Ireland House
(Maison D’Irlande) property in Paris. The net
assets and the results of the subsidiary have
been consolidated with those of Enterprise
Ireland. However, a separate company Balance
Sheet and related Notes have not been
prepared as any difference between them and
the group Balance sheet is negligible. 

Seed and Venture Capital Funds
Advances to these funds are reported at the
lower of cost or net realisable value based on
Fund Managers’ Valuations using the latest
audited or mangement accounts available. The
guidelines followed by the Fund Managers in
arriving at the valuations are in accordance
with the valuation principles of the European
and the Irish Venture Capital Associations.
Where the reasons for previous provisions in
respect of diminution in value have ceased to
apply, those provisions are reversed.

Gains and Losses
Realised gains and losses and provision for
change in value of investments are recognised
in the Income and Expenditure Account. 

Consolidation
The financial statements do not reflect a
consolidation of the results of investee
companies. Enterprise Ireland is of the opinion
that such a consolidation would be
misleading, having regard to the diverse
nature of businesses of the companies involved
and to its general duty to prepare financial
statements which give a true and fair view of
its industrial promotion activities.

(f) Repayable Financial Support to Industry
The amount recoverable in respect of
repayable financial support to industry is
reflected in the Balance Sheet as Financial
Incentive Assets and the related funding is
included in the State Advances Account. A
specific provision is maintained in the Income
and Expenditure Account to provide for
possible shortfalls and doubtful debts.

The repayable financial supports to industry
are as follows:

Targeted Marketing Consultancy (TMC)
Programme
A proportion of financial incentives support
under the TMC Programme is recoverable
based on the sales performance of companies
assisted. The amounts advanced are recovered
over a 24 to 60 month period by way of a levy
based on the sales achieved by the TMC
expenditure.

Research & Development and Capital
Financial Support
Certain Research & Development and Capital
Financial Support agreements have a repayable
clause allowing for part of the financial
support to be recovered.

(g) State Advances Account
The State Advances Account represents the
amount of current income allocated by
Enterprise Ireland to fund monies advanced to
client companies by way of repayable financial
support, and which is still outstanding, less a
provision for shortfalls and doubtful debts.

(h) Tangible Fixed Assets 
Tangible fixed assets are stated at cost less
accumulated depreciation. Depreciation is
calculated in order to write off the cost of
tangible fixed assets on a straight line basis
over their estimated useful lives as follows:

(i) Motor Vehicles 20% 
(ii) New Buildings 4% 
(iii) Refurbishment to Existing Buildings 4% -20%
(iv) Leasehold Improvements 20%
(v) Fixtures & Fittings 25%
(vi) Computers 33%

Fixtures, Fittings & Computers below the
capitalisation threshold (12,500) are expended
in the Income and Expenditure Account in the
year of purchase.

(i) Provision for Doubtful Debts
Trade Debtors
Doubtful debts are provided for by way of a
specific provision. 

Accounting Policies
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Income

Exchequer Funding
Oireachtas Grants 1 245,550 232,221
Other Funding
ESF Training and Employment Income 2 6,620 -
Own Resources 3 14,162 13,208
Profit on Disposal of Fixed Assets (net) 8 10,733 24,187

Total Income 277,065 269,616 

Expenditure

Financial Support to Industry 4 131,915 130,288 
Administration, Operation and Promotion 5 108,023 98,157 
Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets 6 21,344 15,165 
Diminution in Value of Financial Incentive Assets 7 78 1,201 

Total Expenditure 261,360 244,811 

Surplus before Appropriations 15,705 24,805 

Appropriations
Contribution to Exchequer 9 (1,281) (7,956)
Contribution from other Organisations 10 1,183 1,201 
Transfer from Capital Account 11 6,997 2,816 
Transfer (to)/ from State Advances Account 12 (891) 1,388 

Surplus after Appropriations 21,713 22,254 

Balance Brought Forward at Start of Year 25,545 3,291 

Balance Carried Forward at End of Year 47,258 25,545 

Amounts shown under Income and Expenditure are in respect of continuing activities.
There are no recognised gains or losses, other than those dealt with in the Income and Expenditure Account.
The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 23 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy Frank Ryan
Chairman Chief Executive Officer

Income and Expenditure Account
For year ended 31 December 2006
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Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Fixed Assets
Tangible 14 16,978 19,258
Financial 15 191,057 195,774

Total Fixed Assets 208,035 215,032

Financial Incentive Assets 16 1,196 305

Current Assets
Debtors 17 5,391 6,111
Cash at bank and in hand 53,955 28,226

59,346 34,337

Current Liabilities
Creditors (Amounts falling due within one year) 18 12,088 8,792 

Net Current Assets 47,258 25,545 

Total Net Assets 256,489 240,882 

Representing
Capital Account 11 208,035 215,032 
State Advances Account 12 1,196 305 
Income and Expenditure Account 47,258 25,545 

256,489 240,882 

The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 23 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy Frank Ryan
Chairman Chief Executive Officer

Balance Sheet
As at 31 December 2006
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2006 2005
Reconciliation of Net Movement for the Year to Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities 5 '000 1 '000

Excess Income over Expenditure 15,705 24,805
Bank Interest (888) (85)
Dividends (2,050) (1,799)
Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets 21,344 15,165 
Loss on Disposal of Tangible Fixed Assets 3 52
Profit on Disposal of Financial Fixed Assets (10,736) (24,239)
(Increase)/Decrease in Financial Incentive Assets (891) 1,388
Decrease in Debtors 720 642
Increase/ (Decrease) in Creditors 3,296 (1,352)

Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities 26,503 14,576

Cash Flow Statement
Net Cash Inflow from Operating Activities 26,503 14,576
Contribution to Exchequer (1,281) (7,956)
Contribution from other Organisations 1,183 1,201
Returns on Investments and Servicing of Finance
Bank Interest received 888 85
Dividends received 2,050 1,799

Investing Activities
Payments to acquire Fixed Assets

Tangible (1,343) (1,737)
Financial:
Investments in Shares (25,033) (21,509)
Seed and Venture Capital Fund (7,844) (8,070)

Receipts from disposal of Fixed Assets
Tangible 2 11
Financial:
Investments in Shares 19,887 32,874
Seed and Venture Capital Fund 10,717 10,270

Increase in Cash and Cash Equivalents 25,729 21,544

Reconciliation of Net Cash Flow to Movement in Net Funds
Net Funds at 31 December 53,955 28,226
Net Funds at 1 January 28,226 6,682

Movement in Net Funds in the Year 25,729 21,544 

The Accounting Policies, Cashflow Statement, Notes 1 to 23 and Appendix 1 form part of these financial statements.

On behalf of the Board of Enterprise Ireland:

Patrick J Molloy Frank Ryan
Chairman Chief Executive Officer

Cash Flow Statement
For year ended 31 December 2006
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1 Exchequer Funding

Oireachtas Grants

(a) Under Section 35 of the Industrial Development (Science Foundation Ireland) Act, 2003, the aggregate amount of grants made by the
Minister to Forfás and its Agencies to enable them to discharge their Capital obligations and liabilities shall not exceed 13.4 billion. 
At 31 December 2006 the aggregate amount made available to the three Agencies was 12.747 billion (2005- 12.467billion) of which
Enterprise Ireland and the former Forbairt received 1752.968m (2005- 1706.940m).

(b) Under Section 14(3) of the Industrial Development Act 1986, the aggregate amount of grants made by the Minister to Forfás and its
Agencies to enable them to meet their obligations and liabilities in respect of principal and interest on foot of Loan Guarantees under that
Act and under Section 37 of the Industrial Development Act 1969 , Sections 2 and 3 of the Industrial Development Act 1977, shall not
exceed 1159m. At 31 December 2006 the aggregate amount so provided was 113.547m (2005- 113.547m), all of which related to
Enterprise Ireland clients.

The Oireachtas Grants as shown in the financial statements consist of:
2006 2005

5 '000 1 '000

Grant for Capital Grants, Loan Guarantees, etc 46,028 45,789
Grant for Promotion and Administration Expenditure 93,738 89,858
Grant for Capital Equipment 2,900 2,094
National Training Fund 3,550 2,500
Information Society Fund - 35
Science & Technology Development Programme 99,334 91,945 

245,550 232,221

2 ESF Training and Employment

Training and Employment Grants under the Industrial Development Operational Programme 1994 - 1999 were assisted by the European
Social Fund, at rates up to 75%. In 2006, Enterprise Ireland received the final payment due under the Industrial Development Operational
Programme 1994 -1999 amounting to 16.620m.

3 Own Resources

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 2 '000

Financial Support Refunds 2,244 2,971
Dividends 3(a) 2,050 1,799
Professional Fee Income 3(b) 5,008 4,377
Rental Income 3(c) 2,869 2,772
Other Income 3(d) 1,991 1,289

14,162 13,208

(a) Dividends

Quoted Investments - 102
Other Investments 2,050 1,697

2,050 1,799

Notes to the Financial Statements
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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3 Own Resources

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 2 '000

b) Professional Fee Income

Professional Services 2,614 2,122
Market Project Income 2,394 2,255

5,008 4,377

Income under this heading includes amounts received for Research Work, Tests, Investigations,
Market Projects and Consultancy undertaken on behalf of clients.

c) Rental Income

Factory Rents 72 165
Office Sub-Lettings 2,797 2,607

2,869 2,772

d) Other Income

Sale of Publications and Advertising /Subscriptions 243 239
Bank Deposit Interest 888 85
Seed & Venture Capital Deposit Interest - 31
Contribution to Central Overheads by Other Organisations 568 642
Other 292 292

1,991 1,289

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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4 Financial Support to Industry

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

(i) Company Development

Employment 4(a) 4,169 3,315
Fixed Asset Support 4,567 7,911
Marketing & Knowledge Transfer Support 12,725 11,106
R & D (including Feasibility) 6,667 5,422
Management Development 4(c) 216 570
Training 4(c) 4,847 3,777
Consultancy Grants 1,029 603
Information Society Fund - 28
Incubator Units 1,493 1,950
Webworks 2,114 1,706
Community Enterprise Centres 719 2,511

38,546 38,899

(ii) Third Parties

Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo 4(d) 3,355 3,600
Business Innovation Centres 2,704 2,636
Craft Council of Ireland 2,998 3,005
National Institute of Transport Logistics (NITL) 933 1,489

9,990 10,730

(iii) Science & Technology Development

Transforming R&D Activity in Enterprise 4(b)  4(e) 27,304 25,952
Industry Collaboration with 3rd Level Sector 4(f) 15,253 13,063
Realising the Commercial Potential of Ireland’s Research Community 4(g) 33,918 34,834
Administrative Support 4(h) 6,904 6,810

83,379 80,659

Total for Financial Support to Industry Charged to Income and Expenditure Account 131,915 130,288

Financial Support to Industry capitalised on the Balance Sheet

Investments in Shares 4(i) 25,033 21,509
Seed & Venture Capital Funds 7,844 8,070
Financial Incentive Assets 16 1,052 -

Total Financial Support to Industry 165,844 159,867

(a) Employment Grants

Power to make employment grants was vested in Enterprise Ireland by section 12 of the Industrial Development Act 1993.This power was
removed on 25 July 2003 through the enactment of the Industrial Development (Science Foundation Ireland ) Act 2003. From that date,
Enterprise Ireland required a delegation of such power from Forfás under section 9(2) of the Industrial Development Act 1993. Such a
delegation was not made with the result that, from 25 July 2003, Enterprise Ireland did not have the power to make such grants. Forfás,
with the approval of the Minister for Enterprise,Trade and Employment, assigned the necessary power to Enterprise Ireland with effect from
26 May 2006. The Consumer Protection Act 2007 made this assignment retrospective to 25 July 2003.

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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(b) Disbursements To Other State Agencies

The amount of 1165.844m for financial support to industry includes disbursements to other State Agencies in the amount of 111.231m.

These are detailed as follows:

Notes Udárás IDA
na Gaeltachta Ireland SFADCo Total

5 ‘000 5 ‘000 5 ‘000 5 ‘000

Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo 4 (d) - - 3,355 3,355
Transforming R&D Activity in Enterprise 4 (e) 1,593 4,296 1,987 7,876

1,593 4,296 5,342 11,231

(c) Management Development & Training
Expenditure in this category which meets European Social Fund eligibility criteria will be submitted by the Managing Authority for the
Human Resources Operational Programme 2000 - 2006, within the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment, for co-funding.
This co-funding is retained by the Exchequer.

(d) Oireachtas Grant transferred to SFADCo
Shannon Free Airport Development Company Ltd (SFADCo) acts under an agency agreement in respect of the administration and payment
of financial support and investments to designated client companies located in the Mid-West Region. The transfer of funds to SFADCo is
recorded in these financial statements. The disbursement of funds to client companies is accounted for in the financial statements of
SFADCo. During the year Enterprise Ireland advanced 13.355m (2005 - 13.600m). On 7 September 2006, the Minister for Enterprise Trade
and Employment announced that from 1 January 2007 the functions of approving and administering grants relating to indigenous industry
in the Shannon Region (excluding Shannon Free Zone companies) would revert from SFADCo to Enterprise Ireland.

(e) Transforming R&D Activity in Enterprise
This activity comprises the following sub-measures: R&D Capability, which provides support for companies to invest in major R&D
programmes; RTI Competitive Scheme, which offers funding to enterprises on a competitive basis towards the cost of undertaking R&D
projects which are close to market; Technology Transfer, which supports the licensing of technology by companies in Ireland as an efficient
way of bringing new products to market quickly and Innovation Management, which supports the provision of training and consultancy to
companies in the areas of R&D and the management of innovation.

(f) Industry Collaboration with 3rd Level Sector
This activity comprises the following sub-measures: Applied Research Enhancement, which provides for the establishment of applied
research centres in Institutes of Technology, aimed at building sufficient scale to allow them to make an impact on industry in their locality;
Innovation Partnerships, which supports joint R&D projects involving companies and colleges, where the bulk of the R&D is carried out
within a third level institute or a public research organisation; Competence Centres, which supports the establishment and maintenance of
centres aimed at developing close interactions with companies with the intention of transferring knowledge and skills about technologies
of direct relevance to business and Industry-Led Networks, which supports research in areas defined by networks of companies in specific
industry sectors.

(g) Realising the Commercial Potential of Ireland’s Research Community
This activity comprises the following sub-measures: Commercialisation Fund, which supports academic researchers to take the outputs of
research with commercial potential and bring it to a point where it can be transferred into industry; Intellectual Property Fund, which
provides support to third-level institutions and industrial concerns to assist with the protection and management of patents; Technology
Transfer Strengthening, which is designed to support a network of dedicated staff placed within the commercialisation function of third-
level institutions to ensure that best use is made of research outputs with commercial potential and Incubator Space, which supports the
cost of building and management of incubator centres associated with Institutes of Technology to encourage the spin-off of technology
and the structured collaboration between firms in the locality and the college.

(h) Administrative Support
This activity supports a central resource within Enterprise Ireland to manage and facilitate the transfer of technology from the research
environment into business. It also supports the costs associated with the operation of the National Office for the Framework 7 Programme.
The expenditure figure of 16.904m (2005 - 16.810m) includes 15.286m (2005 - 15.278m) for Payroll costs.

(i) Investments in Shares
The Investments in Shares refer to investments in 89 undertakings (2005 - 92).

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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5 Administration, Operation and Promotion
Notes 2006 2005

5 '000 1 '000

Remuneration and Other Pay Costs 5(a) 75,541 64,574
Library Services and Other Client Related Costs 1,409 1,552
Rents, Rates , Service Charges & Insurance 9,792 10,846
Travelling Expenses 6,648 6,166
Printing ,Postage & Stationery 2,159 2,243
Communication & IT Costs 3,025 2,962
Repairs, Maintenance & Leasing Charges 1,318 1,546
Light, Heat & Cleaning 1,429 1,490
Board Members’ Emoluments 439 402
Professional Fees 2,912 3,211
Audit Fee 78 74
Tangible Fixed Assets Below Capitalisation Threshold 688 445
Other Operating Expenses 2,585 2,646

108,023 98,157

(a) Remuneration and Other Pay Costs

Remuneration and Other Pay Costs for employees comprise:

Salaries 59,621 56,993
Voluntary Leaving Programme Superannuation and Severence Lump Sums 5(b ) 8,152 -

Other Pay Costs:
Employer’s Contribution to Social Welfare 2,732 2,522
Employer’s Contribution to Pension Schemes 973 878
Staff Training and Development 2,094 2,143
Other Staff Related Costs 1,969 2,038

75,541 64,574

(b) Voluntary Leaving Programme
Enterprise Ireland introduced a Voluntary leaving programme in 2006. The cost of the superannuation and severence lump sums amounted
to 18.152m. In accordance with normal arrangements, future pension costs will be met by Forfás. In respect of 2007, Enterprise Ireland
will contribute the cost of funding the pensions to Forfás. Effective from 2008 onwards, Forfás will fund these pension costs and
appropriate adjustments will be made to Enterprise Ireland’s and Forfás oireachtas grant budgets.

(c) Superannuation
Under the Industrial Development Acts, 1986-1998, staff working in Enterprise Ireland are seconded from Forfás. Under Paragraph 3 of the
2nd Schedule of the Industrial Development Act, 1993, responsibility for all pension entitlements rests with Forfás. Therefore Forfás is
responsible for pension reporting requirements including those set out under FRS17.

Scheme Staff Covered Type

Forfás Staff recruited by Forfás after 5 April 1995 Unfunded Defined Benefit both Contributory and
Non Contributory

Former IDA Former IDA staff and those recruited by Forfás in Contributory Defined Benefit funded to meet
the appropriate grades between 1 January 1994 pension costs at retirement. Post retirement
and 5 April 1995 increases unfunded and met by Forfás

Former Eolas Former Eolas staff and those recruited by Forfás in Unfunded Non Contributory Defined Benefit
the appropriate grades between 1 January 1994
and 5 April 1995

Former National Board of A small number of former NBST staff serving on Unfunded Defined Benefit both Contributory and
Science & Technology 31 December 1987 Non Contriburory

Former Irish Goods A small number of former Irish Goods Funded Contributory Defined Benefit
Council Council staff serving on 31 August 1991

Former An Bord Tráchtála Former An Bord Tráchtála staff (other than those Unfunded Contributory Defined Benefit
covered by the Irish Goods Council scheme above)
who were pensionable employees on 23 July 1998

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
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6 Diminution in Value of Fixed Assets

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Depreciation of Tangible Fixed Assets 14 3,618 3,485
Provision for the Diminution in the Value of Investments 15(a) 10,664 13,148
Provision for the Diminution in the Value of Seed and Venture Capital Funds 15(b) 7,062 (1,468)

21,344 15,165

7 Diminution in Value of Financial Incentive Assets

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Shortfalls for the Year 16 427 879
Movement in Provision for Shortfalls for the Year 16 (349) 322

78 1,201

8 Profit on Disposal of Fixed Assets (net)
The profit on disposal of Fixed Assets comprises:

2006 2005
Net Book Sale Profit/(Loss) Net Book Sale Profit/ (Loss)
Amount Proceeds on Disposal Amount Proceeds on Disposal

5 '000 5 '000 5 '000 1 '000 1 '000 1 '000

Tangible Fixed Assets 5 2 (3) 63 11 (52)

Financial Fixed Assets:
Investments in Shares 14,649 19,887 5,238 12,027 32,874 20,847
Seed & Venture Capital Funds 5,219 10,717 5,498 6,878 10,270 3,392 

19,873 30,606 10,733 18,968 43,155 24,187

9 Contribution to Exchequer
The total contribution to the Exchequer in 2006 amounted to 11.281m (2005 17.956m) being that portion of non - State Funded income
of Enterprise Ireland which was in excess of the amounts accounted for in the Government Book of Estimates. The contribution is analysed
as follows:

2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Excess Proceeds from :
Own Resource Capital Income (Market Project income, 
Sale of Investments/Financial Support Refunds) 62 7,902
Own Resource Operating Income (Fees Earned , Rental Income) 631 47
Information Society Fund - 7
Science and Technology Research Grant Refunds 588 -

1,281 7,956

During 2006 Enterprise Ireland received sanction from the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment to retain proceeds (126.9m)
from the sale of capital investments in order to fund the new Venture Capital programme 2007-2012. During 2005 Enterprise Ireland
received sanction from the Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment to retain 124m of proceeds from the sale of capital investments
in order to fund the Voluntary Leaving Programme and other initatives .

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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10 Contributions from Other Organisations

2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

National Standards Authority of Ireland (NSAI) 1,183 1,201

1,183 1,201

This represents a transfer in grant that NSAI receive for pay and other costs, including capital expenditure, relating to the National
Metrology Laboratory (NML).

11 Capital Account

2006 2005
5 '000 5 '000 1 '000 1 '000

Opening Balance 215,032 217,848

Net Movements on:
Tangible Fixed Assets (2,280) (1,809)
Investments in Shares (281) (3,667)

Seed & Venture Capital Funds (4,436) 2,660

Transfer to Income and Expenditure Account (6,997) (2,816)

Closing Balance 208,035 215,032

12 State Advances Account

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Opening Balance 305 1,693
Transfer from /( to) Income and Expenditure Account in respect of 

Financial Incentive Assets 16 891 (1,388)

Closing Balance 1,196 305 

13 Taxation

Section 227 of the Taxes Consolidation Act, 1997, provides an exemption from tax on the income of non-commercial state bodies except
where interest receivable is subject to tax at source (e.g. DIRT). The net amount of such income is credited to the Income and Expenditure
Account.

Enterprise Ireland is liable to employer taxes in Ireland and complies with related withholding, reporting and payment obligations. In some
countries in which it operates, an exemption from local taxation has been availed of under the Governmental Services article of the relevant
double taxation agreement. As part of an ongoing review, clarification is being sought in order to determine whether overseas employment
taxes arise in any jurisdictions where this exemption has been availed of. This review could result in a liability to taxes but in view of the
uncertainty in relation to the amount, if any, of such possible contingent liability, no provision has been made in the financial statements
for the year ended 31 December 2006.

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
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14 Tangible Fixed Assets

Buildings Fixtures,
& Leasehold Motor Fittings

Improvements Vehicles & Computers Total
5 '000 5 '000 5 '000 5 '000

Cost
At 1 January 2006 42,210 164 7,637 50,011
Additions 932 36 375 1,343
Disposals - (7) (4) (11)

At 31 December 2006 43,142 193 8,008 51,343

Depreciation
At 1 January 2006 24,107 71 6,575 30,753
Charge for Year 2,971 30 617 3,618
Disposals - (2) (4) (6)

At 31 December 2006 27,078 99 7,188 34,365

Net Book Amount
At 31 December 2006 16,064 94 820 16,978

At 31 December 2005 18,103 93 1,062 19,258

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
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15 Financial Fixed Assets

Notes 2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Investments in Shares 15 (a) 106,380 106,660
Seed and Venture Capital Funds 15 (b) 84,677 89,114

Total Financial Fixed Assets 191,057 195,774 

(a) Investments in Shares
Quoted Other Investment in

Investments Investments Subsidiary Total
5 '000 5 '000 5 '000 5 '000

Note (15c) Note (15d)

Cost
At 1 January 2006 4,838 180,140 6 184,984
Reclassification Adjustment 1,100 (1,100) - -
Additions 400 24,633 - 25,033
Disposals and Write - Offs (1,034) (13,615) - (14,649)

At 31 December 2006 5,304 190,058 6 195,368 

Provision for Diminution in Value
At 1 January 2006 150 78,174 - 78,324
Reclassification Adjustment 650 (650) - -
Movement in Year (457) 11,121 - 10,664

At 31 December 2006 343 88,645 - 88,988

Net Book Amount
At 31 December 2006 4,961 101,413 6 106,380 

At 31 December 2005 4,688 101,966 6 106,660

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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(b) Seed and Venture Capital Funds
Enterprise Ireland makes funds available under Section 6 of the Industrial Development Act, 1995 for Seed and Venture Capital to assist
enterprises to expand and develop new activities or introduce innovations or new technologies. The advances by Enterprise Ireland are
transmitted to investment undertakings and combined with private sector funding. Each such fund is managed by an Investment Manager.
The outturn for the year was as follows:

2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Cost
At 1 January 136,373 135,519
Additions 7,844 8,070
Disposals (5,219) (7,216)

At 31 December 138,998 136,373

Provision for Diminution in Value
At 1 January 47,259 49,065
Movement in Year 7,062 (1,806)

At 31 December 54,321 47,259

Net Book Amount
At 31 December 84,677 89,114

(c) Quoted Investments
The market value of the quoted investments held at 31st December 2006 was 19.099m (2005- 115.665m).
The market value of the quoted investments held at 5th June 2007 was 114.674m.
A schedule of the Investments at cost at 31 December 2006 showing individual amounts in excess of 10.635m
is disclosed in Appendix 1.

(d) Investment in Subsidiary
The Investment in Subsidiary of 16,000 refers to the 100% shareholding in Maison D’Irlande SARL, a French company
established to manage the lease of the Ireland House (Maison D’Irlande) property in Paris.

16 Financial Incentive Assets
R&D

& Capital Provision for
Financial Shortfalls and

TMC Support Write offs Total
5 '000 5 '000 5 '000 5 '000

Opening balance as at 1 January 2006 1,392 1,563 (2,650) 305

Recoverable Incentives Paid to Companies - 1,052 - 1,052
Recoverable Incentives invoiced to Companies (62) (21) - (83)
Shortfalls for the year (427) - - (427)
Provision for the year - - 349 349

Net Movement for the Year (489) 1,031 349 891

Closing balance as at 31 December 2006 903 2,594 (2,301) 1,196

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
For the year ended 31 December 2006
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17 Debtors
2006 2005

5 '000 1 '000

Amounts falling due within one year:
Trade Debtors 2,389 3,138
Prepayments and Accrued Income 2,063 1,713
VAT Recoverable 366 660
Other Debtors 573 600

5,391 6,111

18 Creditors
2006 2005

5 '000 1 '000

Amounts falling due within one year :
Trade Creditors 2,663 2,989
Payroll Deductions 67 17
Accruals 3,764 4,992
Provision for Voluntary Leaving Lump Sum 3,274 -
Financial Support Creditors and Accruals 1,333 237
Contribution to Exchequer 725 289
Other 262 268

12,088 8,792

19 Commitments

a) Operating Leases
Payments made under Operating Leases on Buildings charged in the financial statements amounted to 16.356m (2005 - 17.364m).
Payments under Operating Leases on Buildings amounting to 17.203m are due to be made in 2007.
These are in respect of leases which expire as follows:

2006 2005
6 '000 1 '000

Expiry of Lease
Within One Year 945 2,685
One to Five Years 3,269 2,891
After Five Years 2,989 742

7,203 6,318

b) Financial Support Commitments
It is estimated that future payments likely to arise from financial support commitments entered into under various support schemes,
including EU schemes, will amount to 1560m (2005- 1548m).

Effective from 1 January 2007, Enterprise Ireland will take over the indigenous industry development mandate in the mid-west from
SFADCo. It is estimated that future payments likely to arise from financial support commitments entered into by SFADCo and now taken
over by Enterprise Ireland will amount to 122m.

c) Seed & Venture Capital Funds
It is estimated that future payments likely to arise from Seed & Venture Capital Funds commitments entered into under various contractual
agreements will amount to 129m (2005 - 127m).

d) Capital Commitments
There are no material future payments likely to arise from capital building commitments.

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
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20 Board Members - Disclosure of Transactions

In the normal course of business, Enterprise Ireland may approve financial support and investments in preference and ordinary shares and
enter into other contractual arrangements with undertakings in which Enterprise Ireland Board members are employed or otherwise
interested.

Enterprise Ireland adopted procedures in accordance with the guidelines issued by the Department of Finance in relation to the disclosure
of interests by Board members and those procedures have been adhered to by Enterprise Ireland during the year.

Approval and payments of Financial Support and other transactions were made in the year to companies by which Board Members are
employed or otherwise associated.

These are detailed as follows:

2006 2005
5 '000 1 '000

Financial Support Approved 601 2,936 
Financial Support Paid 20,711 24,431 
Payments to Suppliers 499 638 
Income Received 315 7,600 

The Board Members and Enterprise Ireland complied with the Department of Finance guidelines covering situations of personal interest. In 
cases of potential conflict on interest, Board Members did not receive Board documentation on the proposed transactions nor did the 
Members participate in or attend discussions relating to the matters. A schedule of these transactions is available on request.

21 Future Developments
On 7 September 2006, the Minister for Enterprise Trade and Employment announced that from 1 January 2007 the functions of approving
and administering grants relating to indigenous industry in the Shannon Region (excluding Shannon Free Zone companies) would revert
from SFADCo to Enterprise Ireland.

The staff associated with those functions were given the option to transfer to Enterprise Ireland with their terms and conditions of
employment preserved. With effect from 1 March 2007, thirteen staff opted to transfer to Enterprise Ireland out of the identified posts.
The remaining posts which include a number of support positions will now be filled through open competition from both agencies as
appropriate. SFADCo will retain the staff cost for an eighteen month period with effect from 1 January 2007.

22 Comparative Amount
Certain comparative figures have been regrouped and restated on the same basis as those for the current year.

23 Approval of Financial Statements
The financial statements were approved by the Board of Enterprise Ireland on 5th June 2007

Notes to the Financial Statements (continued)
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Appendix 1
Schedule of Investments at Cost as at 31 December 2006 (Amounts in excess of 30.635m)

Enterprise Ireland Annual Report & Accounts 2006  85

Company Activity Cost of Acquisition
5 '000

Acra Controls Ltd Design & Manufacture of electronic acquisition systems & software 737
Advanced Surgical Concepts Ltd Healthcare Products 820
AEP Systems Network and Application access security 1,130
AM BEO LTD Computer Software 950
Ansamed Angiography catheters, medical tubing & contract assembly 748
Aran Technologies Ltd Telecommunications Software 1,113
Burnside Eurocyl Ltd Manufacturing 677
Burnside Hydracyl Ballymoon Ltd Manufacture of Hydraulic Cylinders 735
Cape Technologies Ltd Telecommunications 800
Carbury Mushrooms Ltd. Mushrooms 946
Chanelle Pharmaceutical Pharmaceuticals 682
Clearstream Technologies Ltd Medical Devices 1,050
Clubman Omega Ltd. Shirt Making 698
Comnitel Technologies Ltd Telecommunications Software 1,609
Compupharma Ltd Computer based Training Programmes 670
Cooley Distillery Whiskey Distillery 1,270
CR2 Ltd Banking Software 1,125
Curam Software Ltd Development & Sale of Software 1,915
Datalex Software 664
Delta Homes (Ireland) Ltd Manufacturer of pods for construction industry 1,000
Digisoft TV Ltd Digital Media 689
E&I Engineering Irl Ltd Manufacturer of custom MV and LV Switchgear 2,325
Eblana Photonics Ltd Manufactures Laser products for broadband access and enterprise applications 999
Eclipse Clinical Technologies Ltd Computer Software 900
Fexco Financial Services 1,000
Fineos Corporation Ltd Software for European Insurance 2,129
Finsa Forest Product Chipboard Manufacture 3,174
Firecomms Ltd Optical Fibres 904
Foamalite Ltd Extruded PVC-free foam & solid sheet manufacturers 1,010
Glennon Bros Cork Ltd Sawmilling 2,300
Healy Manufacturing Ltd Hosiery 997
Horseware Products Ltd Horse Blankets 667
Interactive Services Ltd e-learning Software 686
Intune Technologies Ltd Supplying optoelectronic products, services & solutions 650
Kerry Algae Ltd Manufactures Seaweed Products 635
Lakefield eTechnologies Ltd Network operations Management 833
Lett Group Ltd Shellfish and Finfish Processing 1,143
Magnetic Solutions Ltd Design and build automated magnetic annealing systems 1,002
Mallon Technology Ltd Data Processing 711
Medentech Ltd. Effervescent Sterilliser Tablets 806
Megazyme International Limited Diagnostic test kits & reagents for the food industry 650
Merrion Pharmaceuticals Inc Pharmaceuticals 750
Michael H Limited Women’s Outerwear 635
Microelectronics Development Service Ltd Communications Equipment 1,224
Microsol Control Systems for Refrigeration 1,122
Mid Cork Pallets & Packaging Ltd Manufacture of pallets & packaging 635
Monaghan Mushrooms Export fresh & processed mushrooms & sale of mushroom houses to growers 3,263
Network 365 Ltd  E-Commerce Shopping Mall 1,470
Norkom Technologies Plc Provider of financial crime solutions software 1,342
Openmind Networks Ltd Telecommunications 1,080
Panelto Foods Ltd Food Products 1,200
Performix Technologies Ltd Computer Software 952
Picturecom Video Conferencing & Multimedia 635
Prime Carrier Ltd Margin optimisation software for Telecommunications companies 775
Quality Irish Food Ltd Food Products 1,150
Qumas Development & sale of enterprise compliance software & services 1,100
Redmere Technology Ltd Fabless Semiconductor company supplying high-speed communications chips to the

Consumer Electronics industry, for use in High Definition TVs and DVD Recorders 1,000
Rennicks Group Manufacturing of Metal Structures 956
Rothbury Manufacturing Ltd Mattress & Pillow Protectors 762
Scientific Systems Ltd Provider of fault detection and classification solutions to the semi conductor sector 856
Silicon & Software Systems Ltd Integrated circuits Design & embedded software solutions for leading technology

companies 2,000
Steripack Ltd. Specialised packaging for the medical/healthcare industry 794
Tanco Engineering Co Ltd Manufacture and distribution of agricultural machinery 635
Telekinesys Research Ltd Web Based Business Solutions 681
Trade Signal Corporation Ltd Trading, strategy and analysis platform provider 635
Transware Ltd Software localisation 1,587
Trinity Biotech Plc. Medical Instruments & Equipment 2,760
Tsunami Photonics Ltd Providers of test system software for Photonic components 900
Vitra Tiles Ireland Ltd Manufacturing of tiles 640
Vordel Ltd Providers of products to manage XML Web services security 840
Xancom Ltd Provider of integrated semiconductor solutions 1,300
Xiam Ltd Telecommunications Software 1,162
Yac.Com Ltd  Provider of Fax and inbound call management solutions 635
Zarion Ltd Provide pre packaged business process solutions to the financial services sector. 667
Zerusa Ltd Hemostasis valves & less invasive medical devices 699

80,391

Investments in 564 companies (2005-577) less than 10.635m 114,977

(See Note 15(a)) 195,368
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Enterprise Ireland Office Network
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Email contact for Enterprise Ireland staff worldwide firstname.surname@enterprise-ireland.com

Dublin
Glasnevin, Dublin 9 Tel. (01) 808 2000 Fax (01) 808 2020

Merrion Hall, Strand Road, Sandymount, Dublin 4 Tel. (01) 206 6000 Fax (01) 206 6400

Wilton Park House, Wilton Place, Dublin 2 Tel. (01) 808 2000 Fax (01) 808 2945

Regional Network
Office Telephone Fax Address

National Regional Headquarters
Shannon (061) 429 900 (061) 429 901 4500 Atlantic Avenue, Westpark, Shannon, Co Clare

Dublin/Mid East
Dublin (01) 609 2150 (01) 609 2111 39 Shelbourne Road, Dublin 4

Midlands
Athlone (090) 648 7100 (090) 648 7101 Auburn, Dublin Road, Athlone, Co. Westmeath

North East
Dundalk (042) 935 4400 (042) 935 4401 Finnabair Industrial Park, Dundalk, Co. Louth

North West
Sligo (071) 915 9700 (071) 915 9701 Finisklin Business & Technology Park, Sligo
Letterkenny (074) 916 9800 (074) 916 9801 Portland House, Port Road, Letterkenny, Co. Donegal

Mid West
Shannon ((061) 429 900 (061) 429 901 4500 Atlantic Avenue, Westpark, Shannon, Co Clare

South East
Waterford (051) 333 500 (051) 333 501 Waterford Industrial Park, Cork Road, Waterford

South West
Cork (021) 480 0200 (021) 480 0271 Industry House, Rossa Avenue, Bishopstown, Cork
Killarney (064) 71600 (064) 71601 57 High Street, Killarney, Co. Kerry

West
Galway (091) 735 900 (091) 735 902 Mervue Business Park, Galway

Global Network
Northern Europe 

Amsterdam +(31 20) 676 3141 +(31 20) 671 6895 World Trade Centre, Strawinskylaan 861,
1077 XX Amsterdam, The Netherlands

Brussels +(32 2) 673 9866 +(32 2) 672 1066 Park Léopold, Wiertzstraat 50, Brussels 1050, Belgium

Glasgow +(44 141) 332 3015 +(44 141) 332 0254 10 Claremont Terrace, Glasgow G3 7XR, Scotland

London +(44 20) 7438 8700 +(44 20) 7438 8749 2nd Floor, Shaftesbury House, 151 Shaftesbury Avenue, 
London WC2H 8AL, England

Paris +(33 1) 5343 1200 +(33 1) 4742 8476 33 rue de Miromesnil, 75008 Paris, France

Stockholm +(46 8) 459 21 60 +(46 8) 661 75 95 Box 5737, Sibyllegatan 49, 114 87 Stockholm, Sweden

Germany, Central and Eastern Europe, Russia and CIS

Budapest +(36 1) 301 4950 +(36 1) 301 4955 Bank Centre, Szabadság tér 7, Budapest 1054, Hungary 

Düsseldorf +(49 211) 470 590 +(49 211) 470 5932 Rolandstrasse 44, 40476 Düsseldorf, Germany

Moscow +(7 495) 937 5943 +(7 495) 230 2763 c/o Commercial Section, Embassy of Ireland, Grokholski Pereulok 5, 
Moscow, Russia

Prague +(420) 257 199 621 +(420) 257 532 224 Trziste 13, 118 00 Prague 1, Czech Republic

Warsaw +(48 22) 583 1200 +(48 22) 646 5015 Commercial Section, Embassy of Ireland, ul.Mysia 5,
00-496 Warsaw, Poland
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Global Network (continued)
Office Telephone Fax Address

Southern Europe, Middle East and Africa

Dubai +(971 4) 331 4493 +(971 4) 331 2294 PO Box 62425, Office 1301, 13th Floor, Crowne Plaza Commercial 
Tower, Sheikh Zayed Road, Dubai, UAE

Madrid +(34 91) 436 4086 +(34 91) 435 6603 Casa de Irlanda, Paseo de la Castellana 46 – 3, 28046 Madrid, Spain

Milan +(39 02) 8800991 +(39 02) 8690243 Via S. Maria Segreta 6, 20123 Milan, Italy

Riyadh +(966 1) 488 1383 +(966 1) 488 1094 c/o Embassy of Ireland, PO Box 94349, Riyadh 11693, Saudi Arabia

The Americas

Boston +(1 617) 292 3001 +(1 617) 292 3002 50 Milk Street, 20th Floor, Boston, MA 02109, USA 

Los Angeles +(1 323) 936 3623 +(1 323) 936 3629 5900 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 408, Los Angeles, CA 90036, USA 

New York +(1 212) 371 3600 +(1 212) 371 6398 Ireland House, 345 Park Avenue, 17th Floor, 
New York NY 10154-0037, USA

Sao Paulo +(55 11) 4992 0406 +(55 11) 4992 1812 Av. das Nações Unidas, 12551-17 andar, 
04578-903 Sao Paulo, Brazil

Silicon Valley +(1 650) 329 1414 +(1 650) 329 1818 100 Hamilton Avenue, Suite 130, Palo Alto, CA 94301, USA

Toronto +(1 416) 934 5033 +(1 416) 934 5038 1235 Bay Street, Suite 400, Toronto, Ontario M5R 3K4, Canada

Washington +(1 202) 462 3939 +(1 202) 232 5993 Embassy of Ireland, 2234 Massachusetts Avenue NW, 
Ext. 3097 Washington DC 20008, USA

Asia

Beijing +(86 10) 8448 8080 +(86 10) 8448 4282 Commercial Section, Embassy of Ireland, C612A Office Building, 
Beijing Lufthansa Centre, No. 50 Liangmaqiao Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing 100016, China

Guangzhou +(86 20) 8666 2450 +(86 20) 8666 2171 Room 501, Commercial Tower of China Hotel, LuiHua Road,
Guangzhou, 510015, China

Hong Kong +(852) 2845 1118 +(852) 2845 9240 Room 2107 Tower 2, Lippo Centre, 89 Queensway, Admiralty, 
Hong Kong, China

Kuala Lumpur +(60 3) 2164 0616 +(60 3) 2164 0619 Ireland House, 5th Floor South Block, The Amp Walk, 
218 Jalan Ampang, 50450 Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

New Delhi +(91 11) 2462 6733 +(91 11) 42403177 Commercial Section, Embassy of Ireland, 230 Jor Bargh, 
New Delhi 110 003, India

Seoul +(82 2) 755 4767 8 +(82 2) 757 3969 15F Daehan Fire and Marine Insurance Building, 
51-1 Namchang-Dong, Chung-Ku, Seoul 100-778, Korea

Shanghai +(86 21) 6279 7088 +(86 21) 6279 7066 Commercial Section, Consulate General of Ireland, 
Suite 700A, Shanghai Centre, 1376 Nanjing Road West, 
Shanghai 200040, China

Singapore +(65) 6733 2180 +(65) 6733 0291 Ireland House, 541 Orchard Road #08-00, Liat Towers, 
Singapore 238881

Sydney +(61 2) 927 38505 +(61 2) 926 49589 Level 26, 1 Market Street, Sydney, NSW 2000, Australia

Tokyo +(81 3) 3263 0611 +(81 3) 3263 0614 Ireland House, 2-10-7 Kojimachi, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 
102-0083, Japan

Enterprise Ireland provides support for clients in all international markets. 

For markets not listed above, please contact Market Development on (01) 206 6405.
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Enterprise Ireland Mission

The mission of Enterprise Ireland is
to accelerate the development of
world-class Irish companies to
achieve strong positions in global
markets resulting in increased
national and regional prosperity.
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You can reach any staff member of Enterprise Ireland world-wide 
by e-mailing firstname.familyname@enterprise-ireland.com

Glasnevin, Dublin 9, Ireland
Tel: 353 1 808 2000/857 0000
Fax: 353 1 808 2020

Merrion Hall, Sandymount, Dublin 4, Ireland
Tel: 353 1 206 6000
Fax: 353 1 206 6400

Enterprise Ireland is funded by the
Irish Government and part-financed
by the European Union under the 
National Development Plan 2007-2013.
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